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Abstract 

The output power generated from wind and photovoltaic (PV) systems often 

fluctuates due to variations in weather and atmospheric conditions. These variations 

deteriorate the power quality which causes fluctuations in the voltage and frequency of 

the grid. The integration of wind and PV systems with a battery energy storage system 

(BESS) is one of the conventional approaches to mitigate these problems. This integration 

is known as a hybrid system which provides a flexible energy management solution by 

smoothing the generated output power fluctuations. The BESS has become a prominent 

source of energy storage and it is increasingly used to smooth the output power 

fluctuations caused due to intermittent wind speed and solar irradiances. However, a 

large-capacity BESS may be needed if an appropriate control method is not implemented 

to smooth the wind and PV output powers. Besides this, the degree of smoothness in the 

output power of wind and PV also guides the capacity of the battery and its state of health. 

This thesis presents control strategies based on discrete Kalman filter (DKF) to 

smooth the fluctuated output power of wind and PV systems using the BESS. In the first 

proposed approach, the investigated time period is divided into several intervals for 

obtaining the variation of power fluctuation in each interval. The fluctuations are 

evaluated by determining the maximum and minimum values of the grid-injected power 

in the given interval. Then, the DKF uses the weighted average of the maximum and 

minimum values of fluctuated power for each interval to generate the desired wind and 

PV output power for reducing the fluctuations. The genetic algorithm optimisation 

approach is utilised to determine the optimal value of the weighted average to achieve 

minimum power fluctuation rate. The proposed control strategy also gives the optimum 

battery power and its state of charge to achieve smoothing determined by the optimal 

weighted average. On the basis of this optimum battery power, the specification and 

configuration of the battery energy storage system are also determined. 
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It is well known that the forecasted data of wind and solar irradiance may contain 

bias error and it does not provide true power available from the wind and PV generating 

systems. Therefore, this thesis proposes a new method based on DKF to eliminate the 

bias error present in the forecasted data to predict the true power of wind and PV systems. 

A DKF-based state-space approach is utilised to predict the true power obtained through 

wind and PV generating systems (PVGSs). The proposed approach also attenuates the 

power fluctuation of wind and PVGSs by considering the desired power dispatched to the 

load and it also evaluates the BESS power needed for this purpose. 

  Higher penetration of wind and PV powers to a grid requires an efficient way to 

manage output power fluctuations caused due to the intermittent generation profile. 

Therefore, another novel method based on a fuzzy logic control approach is proposed to 

smooth the output power of the wind and PVGSs which simultaneously regulates the state 

of charge of the battery and pitch angle of the wind turbine. In this approach, the time 

constant of the first-order filter is modified by using a fuzzy logic controller to adjust the 

battery power based on the state of charge and pitch angle. The effectiveness of the 

proposed approach is analysed by considering the different values of the state of charge. 

It is observed that a battery undergoes degradation during the power smoothing 

process over the passage of time due to continuous charging and discharging. This 

reduces the power delivery capacity of the battery as compared to the capacity determined 

by the manufacturer. Hence, the state of health (SOH) of the battery is used to quantify 

the existing capacity of the battery compared to the fresh (new) capacity of the battery. 

Due to degradation, the battery may not be capable enough to smooth the fluctuated 

output power of the wind and PV systems. Therefore, a fuzzy-based discrete Kalman filter 

approach is proposed for smoothing the output power fluctuations of the wind and 

photovoltaic generation systems using BESS. The proposed approach incorporates the 

SOH of the battery as a feedback to obtain the smooth output power. In addition to this, 

the proposed approach adaptively regulates battery power to improve the battery health 

during its operation. The effectiveness of the proposed approach is verified by evaluating 

the power fluctuation rates and performance indices. 
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Chapter 1   Background and Literature 

Review 

1.1 Introduction 

The use of renewable energy from the wind and photovoltaic (PV) power sources 

has been increasing day by day as an alternative to the conventional sources and it is also 

gaining popularity due to global warming [1–5].  Despite the well-known advantage of 

being pollution-free and inexhaustible, wind and PV sources are vulnerable to 

uncertainties caused due to variable wind speed and solar irradiance leading to fluctuating 

output power. The large-scale wind generating plants may create the following problems 

in the power grid [6, 7]: 

 Unstable grid frequency. 

 Voltage flicker at the buses of the power grid. 

 Instability in the grid for loads which are sensitive to the voltage and frequency 

variations. 

Similarly, the PV generation systems convert solar radiation into electrical power and can 

be connected to the power grid at both a large and small scale [8, 9, 10]. The injection of 

PV power to the grid depends on the following factors: 

 Availability of solar irradiance.  

 Control strategy of the power conditioning devices connected to the system.  

Both wind and PV systems are widely used for supplying power to the grid in 

spite of posing several challenges to the main power grid [11, 12]. As the penetration 

level of wind and PV powers increases, the fluctuated output powers of these sources 

affect the operation of the weak power grid by changing its voltage and frequency beyond 

an acceptable range [13]. The following issues need to be further considered for 

maintaining the power quality of the grid: 

1. Stabilization of the power during islanding and interconnected mode; 

2. Smoothing of the output power fluctuations of wind and PV systems; 

3. Quantification of the economics of adding new energy generation to the system; 

4. Integration of the intelligent multi-user interface to the power system; 

5. Determination of the optimal energy generation and storage capacity. 
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There are some measures that can be adopted in order to overcome the above 

issues and improve the reliability of the power systems [14]. One of the solutions is the 

hybridization of wind power generation or/and PV generation system with an energy 

storage system (ESS). Although the tap-changing transformer and capacitor banks are 

used to address some of the above issues [15], they improve the power factor and voltage 

regulation only. The control of harmonics and the smoothing of power fluctuations are 

not dealt with due to the slow responses of the transformer and capacitor banks [16]. 

It is well known that electrical energy can be stored as electromagnetic, 

electrochemical, kinetic or potential energies. The advancement in energy storage 

technologies provides an opportunity to address the output power fluctuations caused by 

the intermittent nature of wind power [17]. The application of an energy storage 

technology is guided by either the amount of energy needed to store in the device or the 

rate of transfer of the energy to/from the device. The characteristics of the storage devices 

determine the application of storage systems [18]. Various ESS such as superconducting 

magnetic energy system (SMES) [19], flywheel energy storage system  (FESS) [20], 

energy capacitor system (ECS) [21], battery energy storage system (BESS) [22] and fuel 

cell and electrolyzer hybrid system (FC/ELZ) [23, 24] have been utilized to smooth the 

output power fluctuations and to enhance the power quality. Therefore, the existing 

approaches are broadly categorized into power smoothing methods developed with ESS 

and without ESS. Among the energy storage devices, BESS is popularly used due to the 

power handling capability and easier availability. Therefore, the power smoothing 

method with ESS is further categorized into power smoothing methods with BESS and 

power smoothing methods with other ESSs such as ECS, SMES, FESS, FC/ELZ.  

 

1.2 Wind and Photovoltaic Generating Systems 

In this section, the classification of wind and photovoltaic power generation 

systems is presented. 

 

 1.2.1 Wind Power Generating System 

The wind power generating system (WPGS) consists of a wind turbine, AC 

generators and power electronic devices as ancillaries for generating the output power. In 

WPGS, the kinetic energy of wind is converted into mechanical energy through the rotor 

blades of a wind turbine which is ultimately converted into electrical energy by AC 
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generators. The AC generators range from kilowatts to several megawatts with wide 

speed control capabilities using power electronics devices. The turbine blades are also 

used to regulate the torque to capture the required power without any damage.  The wind 

turbines are categorized on the basis of mechanical power or speed control methods. The 

wind turbines based on mechanical power control are further classified into stall-

regulated (with an active stall as an improvement) or pitch-regulated wind turbines. In the 

stall-regulated type, the turbine blades are shaped to generate less aerodynamic force at 

high speed so as to obtain a reduced turbine torque. On the other hand, a pitch-regulated 

wind turbine uses twisted blades around its own axis with the help of pitching devices 

kept in the turbine hub. The pitching device adjusts the blade pitch quickly to an optimum 

angle to capture the maximum energy according to the wind speed. Likewise, based on 

the speed control mechanism, the WPGS turbines are classified into fixed speed (Type 

1), limited variable speed (Type 2), variable speed with partial power electronic 

conversion (Type 3) and variable speed with full power electronic conversion (Type 4). 

The Type 5 WPGS turbine uses a mechanical torque converter between the low-speed 

shaft of the rotor and the high-speed shaft of the generator to control the generator speed 

to the electrical synchronous speed by connecting a synchronous machine directly to the 

medium voltage grid.  

In Type 1 WPGS, a squirrel cage induction generator (IG) is linked to a step-up 

transformer directly as shown in Fig. 1.1. The turbine speed is fixed (or nearly fixed) to 

the frequency of electrical grid which generates active power when the turbine shaft 

rotates faster than the grid frequency by creating a negative slip. In Type 2 WPGS, wound 

rotor induction generators are directly connected to the wind turbine generator through a 

step-up transformer similar to Type 1, with the incorporation of the variable resistor in 

the rotor circuit via slip ring as shown in Fig. 1.2. The variable resistors control the rotor 

currents quite rapidly to maintain constant power during high wind conditions which 

influence the dynamic response of the machine. 

Gear Box GridGridIG

Soft 

Starter

Capacitor 

Bank

Transformer

 

Fig. 1.1: Schematic diagram of a Type 1 WPGS 
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Fig. 1.2: Schematic diagram of a Type 2 WPGS 

 

The Type 3 wind turbine, popularly known as the doubly fed induction generator 

(DFIG) is considered an extension of Type 2 which consists of variable frequency AC 

excitation in the rotor circuit instead of simple resistance. The current-regulated voltage-

source converter supplies rotor excitation through slip rings and it is capable of adjusting 

the magnitude and phase of rotor currents instantaneously. The rotor-side and grid-side 

converters are connected back-to-back to exchange the power directly with the grid as 

shown in Fig. 1.3. The injection of a small amount of power into the rotor circuit affects 

the control of power in the stator circuit which is a major advantage of the DFIG. This 

reduces the size of converters by up to 30% of the rating of the machine and provides a 

flexible output power control in the presence of these sets of converters. When the 

generator speed goes below the synchronous speed, the power is transferred to the grid 

through the grid-connected converter and from rotor to stator. The four-quadrant nature 

of the converter provides operation for both below and above synchronous speed. The 

control of active and reactive powers in asynchronous mode is carried out through the 

vector- or field-oriented control of the DFIG. Using these control mechanisms, the rotor 

flux which is responsible to produce torque can be utilized to achieve fast responses for 

all operating regions. Although the Type 3 wind turbine is costlier than the Type 1 or 2, 

it has been popular due to its many advantages. 
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DC-link
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Fig. 1.3: Schematic diagram of a Type 3 WPGS 
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Fig. 1.4: Schematic diagram of a Type 4 WPGS 
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Fig. 1.5: Schematic diagram of a Type 5 WPGS 

 

The Type 4 WPGS also consists of a full-scale, back-to-back frequency converter 

which allows the turbine to rotate at its optimal speed to generate AC output as shown in 

Fig. 1.4. Another feature of the Type 4 turbine is that the gearbox can be eliminated during 

the turbine spinning at the slow speed and the machine is capable of generating an 

electrical frequency below the grid frequency. In Type 4, the converter supplies reactive 

power to the grid similar to static synchronous compensator (STATCOM). The rotating 

machines of this type may comprise of wound-rotor synchronous machines, squirrel cage 

induction machines or permanent magnet synchronous machines with field current 

control and high pole numbers. With the advancement of power electronic devices and 

flexible controllers, the control of the active and reactive power flow have made the 

converters efficient. 

The Type 5 WPGS consists of a variable-speed drive train connected to a torque/speed 

converter, coupled with a synchronous generator, as shown in Fig. 1.5. The torque/speed 

converter converts the variable speed of the rotor shaft to a constant speed. The 

synchronous generator operating at a fixed speed is directly connected to the grid through 

a circuit breaker. In addition to the torque/speed converter, this configuration requires a 

typical automatic voltage regulator (AVR), and generator protection system.  

1.2.2 Photovoltaic Generating System (PVGS) 

Photovoltaic generating systems are classified in accordance with the 

configuration and connection scheme to the electrical load or other power sources, as well 
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as functional and operational requirements of the components. The grid-connected and 

stand-alone PVGS are widely used to provide DC and/or AC power. The PVGS can be 

connected to the energy storage systems or to the utility grid. The grid-connected PVGS 

comprises a converter to produce AC power from the PV cells while maintaining the 

required voltage and power quality. The converter basically acts as a bidirectional 

interface between the PV and the grid. The power supply to the grid is ceased during its 

energized state. When the load on PVGS is higher than the output power, it consumes 

power from the grid to maintain the power balance. The grid-connected PV system is 

equipped with a suitable protection to handle undesirable operation during repair and 

maintenance work. Fig. 1.6 shows the different components of grid-connected PV 

systems. 

PV Array
Inverter/Power 

Conditioner

AC loads

Distribution Panel

Electric Utility
 

Fig. 1.6. Grid-connected photovoltaic system 

PV Array DC Load
 

Fig. 1.7. Direct-coupled PV system  

The stand-alone PV systems operate independently from the grid and supply electrical 

power to either DC or AC loads. Fig.1.7 shows one of the common types of stand-alone 

PV system which is directly coupled to a DC load system and supplies DC power only. 

Since there is no energy storage system in a direct-coupled PV system, it is applicable to 

daytime loads such as solar-thermal water heating systems. The maximum power point 

tracking (MPPT) device is used between the array and load to track the maximum power 

output. Another form of stand-alone PV systems consists of the battery energy storage 

system and charge controller which is shown in Fig. 1.8. This scheme supplies both AC 

and DC power as required by the system. An inverter is used to convert the DC power of 

battery into AC power whereas a charge controller controls the state of charge (SOC) of 

the battery to prevent over and under charging.  
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Fig. 1.8.  Stand-alone PV system with battery storage system and charge controller 

1.3      Power Smoothing Approaches for Wind and 

PV systems 

BESS, ECS, SMES, FESS, and FC/ELZ are the major energy storage systems 

which are used for power smoothing of wind and PV systems. Due to economic 

constraints, some methods are also developed which do not use any ESS for smoothing. 

In this section, the power smoothing methods are discussed on the basis of ESS utilization 

as shown in Fig. 1.9.  

1.3.1 Power Smoothing Approaches with BESS 

The PID controllers have been popular in various control applications due to their 

feasibility and ease of implementation. Therefore, output power fluctuations of wind and 

PV systems can also be handled by using PI and PID controllers by several researchers. 

Senjyu et al. [25] used a conventional pitch controller using a PI control approach to 

smooth the output power of WPGS through the pitch angle control of a turbine blade for 

over- and under-rated wind speeds. Likewise, a PI controller is used with power 

converters to achieve smooth power output in the coordinated control method of multiple 

PV systems in [26] and a comparison of MPPT control with this coordinated control 

method is also included. Han et al. [27] presented an approach by using a first-order 

traditional inertial filter along with a PID controller for smoothing of WPGS output power 

and obtained capacities of storage systems for different time constants. Later, Garasi et 

al. [28] and Behera et al. [29] presented a PI control based pitch angle controller for power 

smoothing for WPGS.  
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Fig. 1.9 Classification of power smoothing approaches 

1.3.1.1 Conventional Control Approach 

 
The PID controllers have been popular in various control applications due to their 

feasibility and ease of implementation. Therefore, output power fluctuations of wind and 

PV systems can also be handled by using PI and PID controllers by several researchers. 

Senjyu et al. [25] used a conventional pitch controller using a PI control approach to 

smooth the output power of WPGS through the pitch angle control of a turbine blade for 

over- and under-rated wind speeds. Likewise, a PI controller is used with power 

converters to achieve smooth power output in the coordinated control method of multiple 

PV systems in [26] and a comparison of MPPT control with this coordinated control 

method is also shown. Han et al. [27] presented an approach by using a first-order 

traditional inertial filter along with a PID controller for smoothing of WPGS output power 

and obtained capacities of storage systems for different time constants. Later, Garasi et 

al. [28] and Behera et al. [29] presented a PI control based pitch angle controller for power 

smoothing for WPGS.  
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1.3.1.2 Soft Computing Based Approaches 

 
Similar to other engineering applications, the soft computing techniques such as 

genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), artificial neural networks 

(ANN) and fuzzy-based approaches are widely used in output power smoothing of wind 

and PV systems to address the nonlinearity, system uncertainty and the issues occurring 

due to the integration of various components or renewable energy sources within the 

modern power systems that also increase the size and structure of the overall power 

system.  

An application of fuzzy logic is proposed in [30] to control the active and reactive 

powers of a fixed-speed WPGS which also minimizes the variations of generated active 

power and voltage regulation. For this purpose, the maximum wind power is obtained 

through the proper setting of the blade pitch angle and the voltage regulation is performed 

based on reactive power reference. Likewise, Jerbi et al. [31] proposed a fuzzy-based 

approach to smooth the active power fluctuations caused due to random wind speed 

variation using DFIGs and analyzed the quality of active and reactive power produced by 

DFIGs due to the voltage regulation. Similarly, Li et al. [32–34] proposed fuzzy- and 

BESS-based power smoothing control methods for reducing the fluctuated output power 

of wind and PV systems by considering the state of charge and battery power as 

constraints for the adaptive adjustment of smooth output power. In [35], a fuzzy-based 

approach for smoothing the output power fluctuation for a single and multiple PV 

generators is presented by considering the solar irradiance and condition utility grid. In 

order to calculate the required battery size for the smoothing [35], a coordinated control 

method for PV systems placed at different locations is utilized to minimize the system 

cost. The coordinated method produces the required output power determined by the 

fuzzy approach. The fuzzy logic is used with a PI controller for a pitch angle control based 

smoothing approach [28] of a wind power plant. 

The meta-heuristic techniques are generally used to determine specific parameters 

in the output power smoothing. The optimal control of SOC of the battery as feedback is 

used in [37] for smoothing and dispatching the output power of a PV farm to the grid. To 

determine the optimal values of SOC-feedback control parameters, the GA, gravitational 

search algorithm (GSA) and PSO are used in [36]. A comparative study of these 

algorithms is also shown in [36] for the minimization of the power fluctuation rate of 

smooth power by considering the MPPT and capacity of the battery as constraints. Behera 

et al. [29] obtained fixed-generated WPGS-output power above rated wind speed by using 
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a PSO and pattern search algorithm based on a PI controller to achieve minimum power 

fluctuations and settling time. The performances of these algorithms [29] for optimal 

design of a PI controller are also shown on the basis of minimum power fluctuations and 

settling time. Further, Song et al. [42] utilized ANN to estimate the battery power and to 

regulate the DC bus voltage through a supercapacitor in a smoothing approach. 

 

1.3.1.3 Wavelet Transform Approach 

 
Wavelet transform has proved its importance over other analyses regarding 

reconstruction of a signal. A random fluctuating signal contains the maximum and 

minimum values of a frequency component. The minimum frequency component 

provides the main characteristics of a signal, whereas maximum frequency gives 

information regarding noise and interference [37]. The wavelet transform can be used to 

separate the minimum frequency component from the high-frequency component. The 

wavelet transform gives an idea about the capacity of the storage system needed to 

suppress the high-frequency component and hence it is a useful approach for smoothing 

the fluctuated power of wind [38]. Han et al. [39] presented a discrete wavelet transform 

(DWT) based approach to separate the high-frequency signal of the fluctuated wind 

power to achieve smoothing. The fluctuated power filtered by a DWT is considered as 

the target power of a BESS which gives the actual size of the battery needed to achieve 

the required smoothing. Likewise, a fuzzy-based wavelet transform approach for 

smoothing the fluctuated power of wind and PV systems with the inclusion of a BESS is 

proposed in [40]. The controller for this approach [40] considers the predetermined 

capacity of a BESS to validate the effectiveness of the control strategy. Similarly, another 

wavelet transform based approach to reduce the short- and long-term fluctuated wind 

power using a battery and ultra-capacitor as an energy storage system is proposed in [41]. 

A novel algorithm of capacity configuration is also presented in [41] to determine the size 

of the storage system which allocates the fluctuated wind power to different components 

of energy sources to satisfy the power reduction requirements for the duration of one 

minute and half an hour. 

A combined approach based on wavelet transform and ANN for energy 

management is presented in [42] which consists of WPGS, PVGS, lithium-ion based 

BESS, DC/AC loads, and a supercapacitor. This control scheme [42] is applied to 

minimize the error between the power demand and fluctuated output power of wind/PV 

systems and a wavelet transform splits this error into fluctuated and smooth components. 
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A combination of battery and supercapacitor known as a hybrid energy storage system is 

proposed in [43] to minimize the fluctuation of wind power through the application of 

wavelet decomposition. The fluctuated output power of the wind farm [43] is separated 

into a minimum frequency component which is ultimately fed to the grid as a smooth 

power, and a high-frequency component which is subjected to a hybrid energy storage 

system. Furthermore, the high-frequency component is divided into different frequency 

ranges suitable for battery and supercapacitors in order to achieve wind power smoothing. 

 

1.3.1.4 H∞ Control-Based Approach 

 
It is well known that the smooth power of wind and PV systems is cross-coupled 

with the fluctuated power and battery power. Hence, H∞ control is an important tool to 

synthesize the smooth power and battery power from the fluctuated output power of the 

wind and PV systems. The H∞ control approach is applied for synthesizing the controllers 

to obtain stabilization with guaranteed output and the objective function is constructed 

for minimizing the cross coupling between the variables. Howlader et al. [44] proposed 

an output power smoothing approach for WPGS using a BESS which controls the pitch 

angle to mitigate the wind stress occurring in the turbine blades and obtains a reduced 

capacity of BESS as well. The wind speed guides the BESS power which is ultimately 

utilized to calculate the SOC and the deviation of the grid frequency. Later, Howlader et 

al. [45] presented another H∞ control based approach using BESS by synthesizing the 

fluctuations in the frequency domain. In this approach [45], the pitch angle control is 

utilized to smooth the minimum frequency component of the power fluctuation whereas 

the maximum frequency component is reduced by the charging/discharging process of 

the BESS. The minimization of the size of the battery and mechanical stress of the wind 

turbine is considered as an optimization problem in [45]. 

1.3.1.5 Kalman Filter Approach 

 
The Kalman filter (KF) approach is a recursive linear quadratic estimation that 

uses a set of equations and consecutive data inputs containing statistical noise and 

produces an accurate estimate of unknown variables. The KF-based smoothing approach 

considers the fluctuated power of wind and PV systems as a series of random noisy data. 

Li [46] presented a KF-based smoothing method for the fluctuated output power of WPGS 

using BESS. The KF is modified in [46] to accommodate the SOC of a BESS as feedback 
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so that the adaptive regulation of SOC could be achieved for the purpose of smoothing 

which maintains the SOC in accordance with the charge and wind power output.  

Likewise, Lamsal et al. [47] proposed an application of a discrete Kalman filter 

(DKF) using a weighted average technique to reduce the power fluctuation caused by 

wind and PV generation systems. This approach [47] divides the fluctuated power of wind 

and PV into the different interval of time such that maximum and minimum value in each 

interval can be obtained for the investigated time period. A weighted average of the 

maximum and minimum values of the fluctuated power is utilized in DKF to achieve a 

smooth output power. Another DKF/weighted average based approach to achieve a 

minimum power fluctuation rate in the wind and photovoltaic output power is proposed 

in [48] which also gives the optimum battery power and its state of charge. The 

application of a DKF for smoothing and dispatching the power fluctuation of wind and 

PV systems is presented in [49] which is further used to eliminate the bias error present 

in the forecasted of data of wind and PV systems so that the true power can be predicted.  

1.3.1.6 Power Allocation Approach 

 
In power allocation, a specified target power of the battery is assigned initially to 

achieve desired smoothing and the objective function is developed to determine the 

required battery power for the next period of time. Li et al. [50] presented a BESS-based 

power allocation approach for smoothing the output power fluctuations of both WPGS 

and PVGS through the regulation of SOC. For this purpose, a typical value of power 

fluctuation rate is initialized to guide the smoothing process and the battery power is 

determined by subtracting the smooth power from the total fluctuated power of wind and 

PV systems. This approach [50] also maintains the SOC of the battery within a prescribed 

level. A grid-connected PVGS using a vanadium redox (VRB) battery for smoothing the 

fluctuated power is proposed in [51] by considering the power allocation algorithm which 

reduces the power required by the battery to one-fifth of the VRB capacity and enhances 

the overall performance of the battery during the low power output of the PVGS.  

 

1.3.1.7 Model Predictive Control Approach 

 
In general, model predictive control (MPC) based smoothing approaches develop 

a controller by considering wind power prediction system based on the predictive 

optimization constraints. Khalid and Savkin [52] considered the battery power and SOC 

as constraints to suppress the fluctuated wind power by utilizing MPC for prediction of 
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wind power and to optimize the performance of the controller which minimizes the 

steepness rate of the smooth power output and maintains the SOC of the battery within 

prescribed limits. Later, Khalid and Savkin [53] used MPC to predict, a step ahead, the 

wind power needed for optimization of the controller which smooths the wind power by 

considering predicted data of the wind speed and also optimizes the steepness rate of the 

smooth power based on the SOC of the battery. Further, Wang et al. [54] utilized a grid-

connected PV-BESS to adjust the output power with a load profile which reduces the 

randomness of PV output power by considering MPC. In [54], a self-correcting MPC is 

used which modifies the error of PV output and load profile linearly during the adjustment 

process and also minimizes the cost along with the computational time of the system. In 

[55], MPC is used to utilize the BESS maximally in order to dispatch the smooth power 

to the grid obtained from predicted wind power.  

 

1.3.1.8 Converter Control Approach 

 
In converter control based smoothing approaches, the proper switching of power 

electronics devices is necessary to achieve the desired output. Baran et al. [56] presented 

an integration of STATCOM with BESS for smoothing the fluctuated output power of a 

wind farm. This method supplies both real and reactive power to the grid by 

charging/discharging the BESS and also provides 30-minute ahead dispatching of smooth 

wind power. STATCOM is basically a voltage source inverter (VSI) with a DC capacitor 

as a DC voltage source which is also used as a reactive power regulator to control the 

terminal voltage of the grid [57] to enhance its transient stability.  

It is observed that a reference power is required to track the desired smooth power in 

converter-based smoothing approaches. A constant output is popularly used as reference 

power but this may lead to a large capacity of BESS. Therefore, Muyeen et al. [58, 59] 

presented a STATCOM/BESS topology by using the exponential moving average (EMA) 

to produce the reference output power needed for the smoothing process. EMA-based 

reference output power generates smooth power even in low wind speed region and 

provides a small capacity of BESS. The power converters associated with PVGS are also 

utilized in [26] for smoothing the output power from coordinated PV systems. In [60, 61], 

a converter control approach is applied to dispatch smooth power to the electric grid from 

PV and BESS (PV/BESS) systems on an hourly basis. Daud et al. [60] used a VSI control 

scheme with a SOC feedback control strategy for PVGS to determine the accurate range 

of SOC and presented a modified BESS model by considering the factors which affect 
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the nonlinear performance of the BESS. Li et al. [61] solved the active power dispatch 

model of the hybrid power system of WPGS/PVGS/BESS using a linear programming 

optimization to obtain smoothing of output power. Further, Teleke et al. [62] proposed an 

optimal converter control approach to dispatch smooth power hourly from the wind/PV 

sources by considering different operating constraints of BESS such as state-of-charge 

limits, charge/discharge current limits, lifetime and forecasted wind speed/solar 

irradiance. Daud et al. [63] proposed a configuration by interfacing a BESS with a DC 

capacitor between a buck converter and a voltage source converter for the smoothing of 

PVGS power. This approach improves the DC bus voltage regulation by efficient and 

safe operation of the BESS. This method [63] also evaluates the dynamic performance of 

the system under a critical condition which is realized by step changes in solar irradiation 

as disturbances along with the grid fault.  

The voltage rise and output power fluctuation is a severe problem in distribution 

grids due to the large penetration of PV systems, which is addressed by the systematic 

control coordination of batteries and on-load tap changing transformers in [64]. Similarly, 

the power feeding back from the distribution network to the rooftop PVs during low solar 

irradiance levels is addressed in [65] in coordination with the control mechanism of 

batteries. In this case [65], the battery charges when there is excess power due to the peak 

PV penetration at daytime and discharges during evening time. Also, the battery 

discharges when there is a short period of fluctuated power caused by the changing 

meteorological environments. A balance of independent control of active and reactive 

power using a current source converter for power management is proposed in [66] which 

smooths the output power fluctuations from PVs by applying a moving average filtering 

method. This power management system [66] consists of a diesel power plant, PVs, and 

a BESS which also estimates the capacity of the lead-acid battery. One of the methods to 

reduce the steepness rate of a PV inverter to the desired level is proposed in [67] by using 

a battery energy source which controls the steepness rate independent of PV output for 

mitigating the fluctuation.  

The fluctuating nature of PV output power presents a challenge in distribution 

grids when a large number of electric vehicle (EV) loads are connected to the system. The 

remedy for this problem is presented in [68] where a bidirectional DC-DC converter is 

placed between the PV inverter and battery. This approach also reduces the feeder 

overloading problem by fast charging the battery and reducing the rate of change of 

inverter output power.  
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1.3.2        Power Smoothing Approaches without ESS 
 

The BESS-based power smoothing approaches have been effective for reducing 

the fluctuated output power of wind and PV systems but it increases the capital cost of 

the system. To deal with this issue, power smoothing approaches are developed without 

using ESS which are discussed in this section. 

 

1.3.2.1 Inertia Control Approach 

The inertia control approach uses the inertia of wind turbines to absorb or release 

energy during the smoothing process. Ran et al. [69] presented a control algorithm for 

DFIGs which illustrates the amount of extra energy storage needed for the wind turbine 

system to vary the speed over a wider range based on its moment of inertia. It is also 

shown in [69] that the power fluctuations at intermediate frequency are reduced by 90%. 

Similarly, a control strategy which uses rotor inertia for suppressing the fluctuated power 

of a permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) based WPGS is presented in [70] 

for attaining higher energy capturing efficiency.  

The output power smoothing of DFIGs using rotor inertia is presented in [71, 72] 

based on the speed-control technique by using a pulse-width modulation (PWM) control 

strategy of the converters of DFIGs and an energy-balance approach. A smoothed power 

extraction (SPE) algorithm to smooth the output power of WPGS is presented in [73] 

using the rotor inertia of PMSG. In the SPE algorithm [73], a significant volume of the 

kinetic energy of the wind turbines is used to reduce the output power by speeding the 

rotor during excess wind speed and vice versa. Hence, there exists a particular rotor speed 

which captures the maximum wind power without MPPT. Another control method known 

as fluctuation absorption by flywheel characteristics (FAFC) is proposed in [74] for 

reducing the active power fluctuation based on the modulation of the rotational kinetic 

energy of variable WPGS. The FAFC [74] is executed through the feedback control 

mechanism which incorporates wind farm output to the MPPT algorithm to achieve 

maximum output power with minimum fluctuation.  

It is well known that the blades of wind turbine possess higher inertia compared 

to the generator inertia. The rotor inertia works in a similar manner as an inductor of the 

electrical network which is used to reduce the power fluctuation of WPGS by storing and 

releasing the energy during acceleration and deceleration modes. The effectiveness of this 

phenomenon for smoothing the output power is shown in [75, 76, 77]. Howlader et al. 
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[78] presented an approach by controlling the kinetic energy of the wind turbine without 

an ESS which generates smooth power at different wind speeds. In [79], the output power 

fluctuation is controlled by the kinetic energy of a large wind turbine based on the pitch-

regulated PMSG through the adjustment of pitch regulation average time. 

The use of inertia of a wind turbine along with pitch angle and DC-link voltage 

control of a PMSG is presented in [80] such that the minimum frequency components of 

output power fluctuations are reduced by pitch angle control; maximum frequency 

components are suppressed by DC link voltage control and the remaining frequency, i.e., 

middle frequency is smoothed by the inertia of the wind turbine. The kinetic energy 

produced due to the inertia of the wind turbine is applied to reduce the fluctuated power 

of the PMSG in [80] and the adjustment of pitch angle is carried out to soften the stress 

in the wind turbine blade. In [81, 82, 83, 84], the inertia control approach of WPGS based 

on PMSGs uses short-term prediction of wind speed along with the kinetic energy stored 

in the inertia of wind turbines for the smoothing. The smooth power is transmitted to the 

grid through a converter and the torque command needed to control the converter is 

determined by the fuzzy logic.  

 

1.3.2.2. Pitch Angle Control Approach 

The pitch angle of a wind turbine can be adjusted according to the direction of 

wind speed so as to achieve minimum stress in the blade as well as to smooth the 

fluctuated output power for all operating regions such as over, under and rated speeds. 

The power smoothing methods based on pitch angle control using fuzzy logic, adaptive 

control, H∞ control and DC-link voltage control are discussed in this section. 

 

1.3.2.2.1 Fuzzy Based Pitch Angle Control Approach 

The WPGS output power can be represented as a set of definite rules along with 

its fuzzy membership function by considering the blade pitch angle and wind speed. With 

this approach, Senjyu et al. [85, 86] presented a fuzzy-based output power leveling of the 

WPGS for different regions of operation by pitch angle control by considering mean wind 

speed and standard deviation through a generalized predictive control approach. These 

approaches [85, 86] generate the required WPGS output power based on the standard 

expressions of the wind turbine and fuzzy reasoning is used to improve the variation in 

the standard deviation of wind speed. Similarly, a pitch angle controller using fuzzy 

reasoning is developed in [87] to compensate the non-linear sensitivity caused by the 

wind speed which can achieve better control performance for even minimal loads. 
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Likewise, Chowdhury et al. [6] presented a fuzzy-based pitch angle controller for 

smoothing the wind power fluctuations for rated and under-rated wind speeds. An EMA 

with a suitable value of correction factor guided by fuzzy rules is used to obtain the output 

power for this approach [6] and the dynamic selection of target output power is 

determined by wind speed. It is clear that a power smoothing approach without ESS not 

only reduces the cost of the system significantly due to the absence of extra energy storage 

but also reduces the fluctuated output power drastically during the constant wind velocity 

compared to an MPPT approach. This issue is addressed in [78] by controlling the kinetic 

energy of wind turbines through the use of a fuzzy controller.  Later, Duong et al. [88] 

proposed a combined form of fuzzy-based pitch angle controller using PI control for 

reducing the fluctuated output power of WPGS which improves the power quality and 

also maintains the stable output power from a squirrel cage induction generator.  

 

1.3.2.2.2 Adaptive and H∞ Based Pitch Angle Control Approach 

In an adaptive control approach, the controller modifies the required parameter 

according to the disturbance of the system to obtain a stable output. The reduction in 

fluctuated output power is obtained by controlling the pitch angle of the blades of WPGS 

using a self-tuning regulator as an adaptive controller. H∞ control is also used to achieve 

the optimum output power from WPGS and to synthesize the disturbance occurring in the 

system. Sakamoto et al. [89] presented a method to control the pitch angle of the blades 

using the adaptive control in which the control input is determined by minimum variance 

control. Later, Sakamoto et al. [90] proposed another similar approach using pitch angle 

control based on H∞ control above rated wind speed. A linear matrix inequality based 

approach is proposed in [90] to design an H∞ controller with an easier weighting selection 

than the Riccati-based H∞ design. 

  

1.3.2.2.3 Conventional Based Pitch Angle Control Approach   

The conventional control approaches such as linear-quadratic (LQ), linear-

quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) and PID control are also used largely for the smoothing of 

fluctuated output power. It is observed that the PID control is generally used to generate 

the fixed nature of smooth output power but it is not suitable for uncontrollable and 

unexpected characteristics of power generation. In contrast, the LQG controllers generate 

optimal output using linear quadratic estimators and are suitable when the disturbance 

involves Gaussian noise with incomplete state information. Steinbuch [91] applied the 
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LQG approach for a two-mass model of a wind turbine to achieve the maximum output 

power based on the wind speed and pitch angle such that the torque stress in the turbine 

is minimized. For this, the maximal energy production using an LQG controller is 

achieved by keeping the tip–speed ratio constant by tracking the wind speed variations. 

A linear robust pitch controller for regulating the output power of wind is implemented 

in [91] which is later used in [92–94] also. However, the highly nonlinear characteristics 

of wind turbines restrict the efficiency of these linear controllers. The load variation of 

WPGS can be considered as Gaussian noise. Therefore, an LQ controller is used to obtain 

minimum variation in load by maintaining rated power for the variable speed fixed pitch 

wind turbine in [95].  For this, a second order state space model considering wind speed 

and generator torque is used which gives significantly better stability than the PI 

controller even at high wind speed.  

In addition to this, a PID-based approach is presented in [96] which produces 

constant wind power along with minimization of error between the actual and desired 

speeds to achieve the optimal operating conditions. A nonlinear turbine model is used in 

[96] to systemically perform trade-off studies between three regions of operation of wind 

power: above-rated power, nominal and under-rated power. A control mechanism for 

variable-speed pitch controlled wind turbines with DFIG is presented in [97, 98] by using 

a PI-based pitch control approach which also resolves the issue of the oscillatory nature 

and larger settling time of the blade pitch angle response. This approach produces 

smoothing of fluctuated power with a lower settling time and allows the turbine to operate 

over a wider range of wind speeds with optimum power efficiency.  

 

1.3.2.2.4 DC-Link Voltage Control Approach 

A DC link is a connection between two converters serving as a rectifier and 

inverter pair. The AC voltage of a particular frequency is converted into DC voltage 

which is ultimately transformed into AC voltage with the help of a DC link. The DC-link 

capacitor prevents the load side transients going back to the source side and also assists 

to smooth the pulses which is a useful approach for smoothing the fluctuated power 

obtained from WPGS and PVGS. Uehara et al. [99] presented a coordinated control of 

DC-link voltage and pitch angle control of PMSG-based WPGS for smoothing the 

fluctuated power. The minimum frequency components of the fluctuated power are 

smoothed by a pitch angle controller and the DC-link voltage controllers are used to 

reduce the high-frequency components. This approach [99] minimizes the existing 

mechanical stress in turbine blades due to wind speed and also provides the reduced size 
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of the DC capacitor. The WPGS in [99] consists of an AC–DC–AC converter controller 

and the output power fluctuations are used to determine the voltage command of DC link.  

 

1.3.3   Power Smoothing Approaches with SMES,     
FESS,ECS, FC/ELZ 

 
In this section, the smoothing techniques of wind and PV output power using ECS, 

SMES, FESS, FC/ELZ are presented. 

 

1.3.3.1 Converter Control Approach 
 

Due to the advantages of converters, several converter-based power smoothing 

methods are developed in recent years. One of the approaches is to use a current source 

based ECS comprising of an electric double layer capacitor (EDLC), a bidirectional 

inverter and a bidirectional buck-boost DC-DC converter which is presented for output 

power leveling of WPGS in [100, 101, 102, 103]. The controller of the bidirectional 

inverter is designed by changing the prescribed control mode of GTO as a switch to 

control the active and reactive power which also stabilizes the terminal voltage of the 

WPGS during isolated operation. The ECS is used to reduce the voltage and fluctuated 

power of a fixed-speed wind generator connected to the grid. Muyeen et al. [104] used 

EMA to generate reference power by absorbing/supplying active power to/from the ECS 

with the help of a switching pattern of an IGBT. Further, Kakimoto et al. [105] proposed 

a steepness rate control of a PV generator by using an EDLC-based voltage control of the 

converter. The EDLC absorbs the fluctuated output power of a PV system by maintaining 

its prescribed steepness rate. The moving average is applied in [105] to determine the 

fluctuated output power of a PV system and a reduced size of the capacitor is obtained by 

keeping the voltage at a prescribed value. Later, Kakimoto et al. [106] used EDLC to 

modulate the power of a PV generator by considering frequency regulation where the 

modulated output power is proportional to the change in frequency. The smoothing of PV 

output power by installing an EDLC is also proposed in [107] where the exchange of 

power between capacitor and PV system is controlled by a buck-boost converter.  

One of the forms of ECS is the supercapacitor which possesses several 

characteristics such as larger capacitance, quicker charging/discharging, longer life cycle, 

and higher energy density than the conventional capacitors which are utilized as an energy 

storage device (ESD). Therefore, a power smoothing of DFIG-based WPGS using a 
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supercapacitor to enhance the low-voltage ride-through capability is proposed in [108]. 

The DC-link voltage is controlled by the grid-side converter whereas an independent 

control of the active and reactive powers is achieved with the help of a machine-side 

converter. In the event of a disturbance in the grid, the generator speed is raised to increase 

the inertia of the wind turbine. An appropriate control of ESD is also shown in [108] 

which smooths the fluctuated output power of a wind generator caused by random wind 

speed. It is well known that the voltage flickering issue occurs due to the fluctuation in 

PV output power which can be reduced by installing supercapacitors [109]. Zhou et al. 

[110] presented an application of the current-controlled ultra-capacitors along with 

battery energy storage [termed as a composite energy storage system (CESS)] connected 

to a PV system in the grid-connected mode to reduce the PV output power fluctuation and 

to meet the changing load pattern. A series and parallel combination of ultra-capacitors 

and battery are connected in [110] through dual active bridge (DAB) converters to share 

power between two storage systems by satisfying the DC bus voltage requirement.  

Due to several attributes such as good life cycle, long operational life, high round-

trip efficiency, high power density, low environmental impact, FESSs are also used in the 

smoothing process. In [111], a vector-controlled induction machine drive using an FESS 

with the bi-directional power control approach is proposed for short-term energy dispatch. 

The PWM technique to control the switching process of a load-side converter of a PMSG 

by using the flywheel energy storage system is presented in [112] and a similar technique 

for DFIG is proposed in [113]. A superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES) is 

utilized to reduce the output power fluctuations of a wind farm with a PWM voltage 

source converter approach in [114, 115]. The SMES provides both active and reactive 

powers simultaneously which ultimately controls the grid voltage and frequency. In [116, 

117], the SMES-based converter topology maintains the load-side frequency effectively 

and helps in reducing the fluctuations caused by the intermittent nature of PV sources. It 

is also shown in [116, 117] that the increment in the capacity of SMES maintains the 

frequency within the limit. A combination of superconducting coil and two-quadrant 

chopper using IGBT is used in [118, 119, 120] to smooth the fluctuated output wind 

power through a 6-pulse PWM voltage source converter which is a useful approach for 

determining the capacity of SMES required in the smoothing process.  Similarly, 

Hasanien [121] used SMES and a four-modular current source converter controller for 

reducing the short-term fluctuations in wind farm to enhance the impact of power quality. 

An indirect wind power control method is also presented in [121] to compensate for the 

power fluctuations using SMES. In [122], a set membership affine projection algorithm 
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(SMAPA) is developed as an adaptive control using SMES for achieving a quick 

smoothing of the fluctuated power of a fixed-speed wind turbine connected to the grid.  

This SMAPA-based adaptive controller combined with a PI controller is utilized to 

control PWM and DC–DC converter in order to obtain independent control of active and 

reactive power. 

The power smoothing using an FC/ELZ as an energy storage system for wind and 

PV sources is presented in [123] which controls the voltage source PWM inverter for 

regulating active and reactive power. Ahmed et al. [124] presented a smoothing control 

strategy for the continuous residential power supply from a hybrid source comprising of 

fuel cell, solar photovoltaic and variable-speed wind turbine. For this purpose, individual 

DC–DC boost converters are applied to control the power flow of the wind, PV and fuel 

cell along with MPPT. The intermittency problem associated with the PV system is 

mitigated due to the dynamic response of fuel cells in [125].  Along with this, the 

application of fuel cells to support PV arrays in operational strategy is also presented in 

[125] for meeting variable loads of either utility or standalone schemes. Tesfahunegn et 

al. [126] presented a converter control approach to develop an exponential smoothing 

algorithm for dispatching power from the proton-electron membrane to mitigate short-

term PV fluctuation. In the exponential smoothing algorithm, the generated output power 

is kept fixed for a given interval of time to facilitate economic dispatch. The fuel cell acts 

as a source to provide deficit power to the system whereas the electrolyzer is used to 

absorb the excess power. Other than this, a hybrid system comprising WPGS, PVGS, fuel 

cell and the battery is proposed in [127] for power management strategy in a stand-alone 

application. In this case, the fuel cell along with wind and PV works as a primary source 

of energy whereas the battery serves as a secondary source of energy. The fuel cell 

supplies insufficient power through the converter interface to the grid and the battery 

compensates for any transients occurring during this supply. The MPPT is applied to 

control the output power of the PVGS in [127] and the pitch angle is used to control the 

WPGS.  

 

1.3.3.2   DC-Link Voltage Control Approach  
 

A vector-controlled induction machine connected to a FESS is utilized for 

reducing the power fluctuation of WPGS in [128, 129] which mitigates the issue of 

controlling the DC-link voltage during abrupt load change through the use of nonlinear 

controller augmented with the feedforward compensation. Similarly, Cárdenas et al. [130] 
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discussed a DC-link voltage control approach for reducing the power fluctuation of a 

FESS connected with the vector controlled induction generator system. This system 

operates by weakening the flux of the generator so as to obtain a wide range of speed 

variation. A spectral analysis based algorithm is also presented in [130] to track fast 

dynamic responses of the rotational speed with high accuracy. Later, Nomura et al. [131] 

applied another DC-link voltage control approach to a wind farm augmented with SMES 

for achieving a variable speed. The smoothing of output power for this system depends 

on the power demand and optimal charging/discharging of SMES which guides the 

capacity of the converter. The energy stored in SMES is useful to compensate the inertia 

of the blades so that the rapid control of the wind turbine could be achieved based on the 

wind speeds.  

1.3.3.3   Soft Computing Based Approach 
 

Some fuzzy-based smoothing approaches using SMES and FESS are also 

developed for power generation systems. Leclercq et al. [132] presented a fuzzy-based 

approach to regulate the exchange of power between the grid and power sources for a 

hybrid system consisting of a diesel generator, fixed speed wind generator, and flywheel 

energy storage system. Other than this, a fuzzy-based control of SMES for reducing the 

power fluctuations and stabilizing the terminal voltage of WPGS caused by intermittent 

wind speed is presented in [133]. The control of SMES improves the transient stability 

wind generator during unsuccessful reclosing of circuit breakers. Another fuzzy-based 

smoothing is presented by Jerbi et al. [134] which also regulates the operation of the FESS 

of DFIG. Besides smoothing of fluctuated power caused by random variation of wind 

speed, the required capacity of the flywheel for ancillary services management is also 

estimated in [134] which keeps voltage and frequency in a safe region to obtain a better 

power quality. An ANN based approach [42] is also presented using a combination of the 

battery bank and supercapacitors for energy management of a hybrid system. 

 

1.4    Salient Features of Different Methods 

Several power smoothing methods with different control strategies are developed 

for wind and PV systems based on the utilization of ESS. Table 1.1 gives the key 

advantages and disadvantages of the power smoothing methods as salient features of 

different methods presented above.  
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Table 1.1 Key advantages and disadvantages of power smoothing methods 

Smoothing methods  Advantages Disadvantages 

Conventional 

control approach 

[25–29] 

 

 Useful to generate fixed 

smooth power output. 

 Easier to implement in real-

time applications. 

 Inappropriate selection of 

gain may lead to a large 

battery capacity and poor 

response.  

 Not useful for 

uncontrollable and 

unexpected 

characteristics of power 

generation. 

Soft computing 

approach [30–36] 

 Selection of fuzzy 

membership function 

determines the nature of the 

smooth output. Useful for 

an adaptive adjustment of 

any constraints. 

 Meta-heuristic approaches 

give optimized parameters 

to generate smooth power 

output. 

 Requires large input and 

output data to determine 

the nature of membership 

function and the 

saturation of nonlinear 

constraints is not 

considered in some 

methods.  

 Poor selection of 

constraints may lead to 

undesirable outcomes. 

Wavelet transform 

approach [38–43] 

 Useful to filter out high-

frequency signal and noise 

from the fluctuated power. 

 Gives the appropriate size 

of BESS to achieve 

required smooth output 

power. 

 Except for BESS, no 

energy storage device is 

available for absorbing 

high-frequency signal 

such as an ultra-capacitor 

which increases the cost 

of the system. 

H∞ control approach 

[44–45] 

 Useful for optimization of 

multivariate systems with 

cross-coupling between the 

 Requires an exact 

mathematical model of 
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variables such as smooth 

power and battery power.  

the system to obtain the 

optimal output.  

 Nonlinear constraints are 

not generally well 

handled. 

Kalman filter 

approach [47–49] 

 Estimates output based on 

the variance of the initial 

estimate and model error 

for any random 

measurements. 

 Non-linearity of the 

constraints are addressed by 

different versions such as 

EKF and UKF.  

 The convergence depends 

on the suitable selection 

of measurement and 

process noise of the 

system. 

Power allocation 

approach [50–51] 

 Gives reduced power rating 

of the battery as compared 

to other methods by 

considering the fixed value 

of power fluctuation rate 

and state of charge of 

battery. 

 The battery capacity 

needs to be fixed initially 

to dispatch the required 

amount of power. 

 Does not provide the 

optimal size of the 

battery. 

 

 

Model predictive 

control approach 

[52], [53], [55] 

 Considers a model and its 

associated constraints based 

on multiple observations of 

data to achieve better 

smoothing. 

 Requires large sets of 

data inputs for accurate 

prediction.  

 The output of the system 

depends on the accuracy 

of the model considered. 

Converter control 

approach [56], [58–

60], [62–68], [132–

134] 

 It can inject both real power 

and reactive power to the 

system.  

 A BESS with high 

charging and discharging 

cycles is needed to 

achieve smooth power in 

the hour-ahead market.  
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 Useful to facilitate smooth 

power in hour-ahead 

dispatch market. 

 The control strategy of a 

BESS may limit the full 

utilization of a BESS 

capacity in order to 

increase its lifetime. 

Inertia control 

approach [69–84] 

 Simple and easier control 

approach.  

 Capable of capturing more 

power without the use of an 

energy source. 

 Needs an MPPT 

controller so that the rotor 

of the turbine can store 

the designated amount of 

energy. 

Pitch angle control 

approach [91–98] 

 

 Blade of the turbine needs 

to be adjusted for capturing 

the maximum amount of 

energy. 

 Generates power for all 

operating regions of the 

wind turbine. 

 The response of the 

system is sluggish and 

oscillatory. 

DC link voltage 

control approach 

[99], [128–131] 

 Filters the high-frequency 

oscillation in output power 

using a capacitor.  

 Produces less output 

fluctuation. 

 Difficult to determine the 

actual size of capacitor 

needed to suppress the 

oscillations. 

 

1.5   Research Motivation 

The wind-PV power generation fluctuations of a hybrid energy system with battery 

energy storage need to be coordinated and controlled for dispatching the smooth power 

to the grid. The amount of power to be smoothed (smoothing target) from the fluctuated 

power and coordination among different units in order to share the amount of smoothed 

power are the key challenges. In order to achieve these challenges, the control and 

coordination strategies proposed in this thesis consider the following factors: 

1) The optimal capacity (measured in kW) of the battery which fulfills the power 

requirements for smoothing wind/PV power generation fluctuations. 

2) The deterioration of the capacity of the battery due to continuous charging and 

discharging during smoothing of wind/PV power fluctuations. 
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  The state of health is a measure of the deterioration of the capacity of the battery 

due to repetitive charging and discharging of the battery. This deterioration is known as 

battery aging. Battery aging may have a detrimental effect on the battery capacity which 

eventually leads to failure in delivering or absorbing the required power for smoothing 

the wind/PV generation fluctuations. This detrimental effect negatively impacts the 

optimal capacity of the battery such that the battery is no longer capable of supplying the 

power required for smoothing power generation fluctuations. Therefore there is a need 

for suitable control and coordination schemes for smoothing wind/PV power fluctuations 

which incorporate both the effect of optimal capacity as well as battery aging as part of 

the control and coordination scheme.  

Battery energy storage systems (BESS) based on hybrid power system require a 

suitable control strategy that can effectively regulate power output levels and the battery 

state of charge (SOC). Battery state of charge is a measure of the deliverable capacity of 

the battery with respect to its nominal capacity and is a unitless quantity which ranges 

from 0 to 1. Higher the value, the battery is said to be fully charged and vice versa. The 

nominal capacity is determined at a specified temperature on a newly charged battery. 

Among the various energy storage systems, BESS is easily available and relatively 

cheaper compared to other renewable energy devices. Hence, it is widely used as a source 

of energy to smooth the fluctuated generation of wind and PV systems. Since batteries 

charge and discharge to absorb or generate power, its SOH needs to be assessed to 

determine whether the battery has sufficient capacity to absorb or generate power. The 

SOH of a battery is a ratio of the current value of the battery capacity relative to its initial 

capacity at the time of manufacture. Typically a battery's SOH will be maximum (100% 

or 1 on a 0-1 scale) at the time of manufacture and will decrease due to usage over time. 

Various studies have presented methods to estimate the state of health of the battery, 

however, these studies have not described the usage of state of health measurements and 

the optimal capacity of battery storage system as part of the control and coordination 

strategy [12, 21, 50, 56, 144-148]. 

Although previous studies attempted to optimize the capacity of battery storage 

system, these approaches relied only on the forecasted data of wind which may not be 

advantageous in practical applications. The control and coordination strategies of such 

battery energy storage systems which consider the state of health of the battery is yet to 

be addressed. The state of health serves as an indicator of battery aging. Battery aging 

may have a detrimental effect on the battery capacity which eventually leads to failure in 

delivering or absorbing the required power for smoothing the wind/PV generation 
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fluctuations. Therefore, there is a need to develop a methodology to optimize the capacity 

of battery based on the amount of power required to smooth the fluctuated power 

(smoothing target) together with the state of health of the battery.  

 

1.6   Research Contribution 

Based on the research gap, the research contribution is categorised as follows.  

a) Development of a novel smoothing control strategy for reducing the wind and PV 

power fluctuations based on DKF. 

b) Formulation of a mathematical problem for achieving minimum power fluctuation with 

an optimal capacity of the battery using DKF. 

c) Development of a mathematical model for simultaneous smoothing and dispatching 

the wind and PV power. 

d) Development of a mathematical model of smoothing control strategy considering the 

fuzzy logic approach.  

e) Development of a mathematical model to smooth the fluctuated output power of wind 

and PV systems based on the state of health of the battery. 

 

1.7      Outline of Thesis Chapters 

The thesis chapters are outlined on the basis of research contribution as discussed 

in the previous section. Chapter 2 presents a brief introduction of the Kalman filter and 

fuzzy logic control approach. This chapter illustrates the mathematical derivation of 

Kalman filter used in this thesis and fundamental explanation of fuzzy logic which is used 

in power smoothing process. Chapter 3 proposes a weighted average based DKF for 

reducing the fluctuated power of wind and PV systems. A simultaneously smoothing and 

dispatching of hybrid power is presented in Chapter 4 based on the DKF approach. 

Chapter 5 gives a mathematical model of fuzzy based smoothing of wind and PV systems 

using battery energy storage system and pitch angle. The application of SOH in reducing 

the power fluctuation of wind and PV systems by using fuzzy logic and DKF is proposed 

in Chapter 6. Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2    Kalman Filter and Fuzzy 

Control System 

2.1   Introduction 

The discrete Kalman filter is basically a state-space formulation of linear 

dynamical systems which provides a recursive solution to the linear optimal filtering 

problem. Each updated estimate of the state is computed from the immediate previous 

estimate and the new input data. Therefore, Kalman filter does not require previous data 

sets to estimate the next estimation which ultimately reduces the data storage requirement. 

In addition to the elimination of need for storing the past observed data, the Kalman filter 

is computationally more efficient than computing the estimate directly from the entire 

past observed data at each step of the filtering process. In general, a Kalman filter is a set 

of mathematical equations that provides an efficient computational (recursive) means to 

estimate the state of a process by minimizing the mean of squared error. Kalman filter is 

very powerful in several aspects: it supports estimations of past, present, and even future 

states, and it can do so even when the precise nature of the modelled system is unknown. 

The Kalman filter estimates a process by using a form of feedback control i.e. the filter 

estimates the process state at some time and then obtains feedback in the form of (noisy) 

measurements. As such, the equations for the Kalman filter fall into two groups: time 

update equations and measurement update equations. The time update equations are 

responsible for projecting forward (in time) the current state and error covariance 

estimates to obtain the prior estimates for the next time step. The measurement update 

equations are responsible for the feedback i.e. for incorporating a new measurement into 

the a priori estimate to obtain an improved posteriori estimate. The time update equations 

can also be thought of as predictor equations, while the measurement update equations 

can be thought of as corrector equations. The time update projects the current estimate 

ahead in time and the measurement update adjusts the projected estimate by actual 

measurement at that time as shown in Kalman cycle of Fig. 2.1. 

   

2.2   Derivation of Discrete Kalman Filter 

Let us consider a state space model of a dynamic system as shown in Fig. 2.2 

whose state transition can be represented as follows 
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1   A   B   k k k k k kx x u w               (2.1) 

 

where kx is the state at time k, ku is an input control vector, kw  is an additive system or process 

noise, Bk is the input transition matrix and Ak is the state transition matrix. 
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                             Fig. 2.1   Kalman filter cycle 
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Fig. 2.2 State space model of dynamic system 

 

It is further assumed that the observations of the states are made through a measurement 

system which can be represented by a linear equation of the form given below 

  C   v   k k k ky x                                                                                                        (2.2) 

 

where ky the observation or measurement is made at time k, kx  is the state at time k, Ck

is the observation matrix and vk is additive measurement noise. 

 

Let us make the following assumptions 

 The process and measurement noise random process  kw and vk are uncorrelated, 

zero mean white noise process with known covariance matrices. Then, 
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  0  for all ,T

k nE w v k n                                                                                           (2.5) 

where kQ and kR  are symmetric positive semidefinite matrices. 
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 The initial system state  0x is a random vector that is uncorrelated to both the 

system and measurement noise process. 

 The initial system state has a known mean and covariance matrix 

 

    
0|0 0|0 0|0 0|00 0 0

ˆ ˆ ˆand P
T

x E x  = E x x x x   
  

                          (2.6) 

Given the above assumptions, the task is to determine, given a set of observations  

1 1............ ky y  , the estimation filter that at the k+1 th instance in time generates an optimal 

estimate of the state 1kx  , it is denoted by 1
ˆ

kx  , that minimizes the expectation of the 

squared error loss function, 
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                      (2.7) 

 

Let us consider the estimation of state 1
ˆ

kx  based on the observations up to time k,

1............ ,ky y  namely 
1|

ˆ
kk y

x


. This is called a one step ahead prediction or simply a 

prediction. Now, the solution to the minimization of equation (2.7) is the expectation of 

the state at time k+1 conditioned on the observations up to time k. Thus, 

1 1 11
ˆ ...........y k

k k kk k
x E x y E x y 

      
       (2.8) 

 

Then the predicted state is given by 
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      (2.9) 

 

It is assumed that the process noise has zero mean and ku is known precisely. The estimate 

variance 1|k kP   is the mean squared error in the estimate
1

ˆ
k k

x


. Thus, using the facts that 

kw  and ˆ
k k

x  are uncorrelated: 
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                      (2.10) 

 

Having obtained a predictive estimate, let us take another observation 1yk .  In order to 

update the prediction 
1 1

ˆ
k k

x
 

 from this observation, it is assumed that the estimate is the 
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linear weighted sum of the prediction and new observation and can be described by as 

follows 

 
'

1 1 11 1 1
ˆ ˆ

k k kk k k k
x K x K y    

                           (2.11) 

where 
'

1kK   and 1kK   are weighing or gain matrices (of different sizes). These weighting 

matrices are estimated by minimising the conditional mean squared estimation error as 

given below. 
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In order to be an unbiased filter, it is required that  11 1
ˆ
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 which ultimately 

yields 1
ˆ

kx   to be an unbiased estimate. Then combining equation (2.2) and (2.11) and 

taking expectations gives 
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                                     (2.13) 

 

Applying expectation rule in equation (2.1), we get 
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By combining (2.13) and (2.14), we get 
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The condition that
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be unbiased reduces the requirement to 
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For the estimator to be unbiased must satisfy the following 
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where K is known as Kalman gain. 

As the prediction error covariance in equation (2.10) is determined, now it is turn to 

update error covariance as follows 
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The expected value of noise and predicted state can be written as 
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Hence we obtain, 

 

 1 11 1 1k kk k k K
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                                                                                        (2.19) 

Thus the covariance of the updated estimate is expressed in terms of the prediction 

covariance
1 1k k

P
 

, the observation noise 1kR   
and Kalman gain 1kK  . 

Now, the Kalman gain needs to be updated based on updated error covariance. This is 

achieved by minimising the conditional mean squared estimation error with respect to the 

Kalman gain, K . 
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                                                                      (2.20) 

 

Combining equation (2.19) and (2.20) and differentiating with respect to the Kalman gain 

and setting equal to zero yields 

 1 1 1 1 11

1

2 2 0T
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                                    (2.21) 

 

Rearranging equation (2.21) gives an equation for the gain matrix, we get 
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Summary 

 

Time update 
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Measurement update 
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A complete figure of the operation of Discrete Kalman filter is shown in Fig. 2.3. 
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Fig. 2.3   A complete picture of operation of Kalman filter 

 

2.3   Filter Parameters and Tuning 

The measurement noise covariance is usually measured prior to the 

implementation of the filter. In general, the measurement of error covariance is practically 

possible by taking some offline sample measurement but the determination of the process 

noise covariance is generally more difficult due to the inability of direct observation of 

process being estimated. Sometimes a relatively poor process model can produce 

acceptable results if someone provides enough uncertainty into the process through the 

appropriate selection of Q. Certainly, in this case, one would hope that the process 

measurements are reliable. Hence, the proper tunning/ selection of Q and R in discrete 

Kalman filter is must to get a reliable output under any circumstances. In fact, Q and R 

are chosen to be constants in the practical application which results error covariance and 

the Kalman gain to stabilize quickly and ultimately remain constant. The state space 
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model of the dynamic system presented in Fig. 2.2 can be modified as shown in Fig. 2.4 

with the incorporation of discrete Kalman filter. 

B
Delay 

Unit
CA+

+

+

u

K

-
+

y

x̂

ŷ

 

Fig. 2.4. Incorporation of discrete Kalman filter into state space model of dynamic system 

2.4   Introduction to Fuzzy Control System 
 

A fuzzy control system is based on a mathematical system that analyses variables 

by considering its values between 0 and 1 in contrast to the digital control system which 

operates on discrete values i.e. either 1 or 0 (true or false). The logical analysis of 

variables in the range of zero to one is known as fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic is widely used 

in controlling different physical system. The term "fuzzy" refers to the fact that the logic 

involved can deal with concepts that cannot be expressed as the "true" or "false" but rather 

as "partially true". Although alternative approaches such as genetic algorithms and neural 

networks can perform well similar to fuzzy logic in many cases, the advantage of fuzzy 

logic is that the controller can be easily implemented by human operators. This makes it 

easier to mechanize tasks that are already successfully performed by humans. 

The variables in a fuzzy control system are mapped by the sets of membership 

functions known as "fuzzy sets". The process of converting a crisp (specific) input value 

to a fuzzy value is called "fuzzification". The mapping of the fuzzy sets is carried out on 

the basis of triangular, trapezoidal and bell curves shape of membership functions. 

Among these shapes, the triangular membership function is popularly used because of 

easier implementation of the fuzzy rule. The rules are designed as per the requirement of 

the system. The output of the rules is in a fuzzy state which further need to be converted 

into crisp value so that human can understand. The conversion of fuzzy value into crisp 

state is called “defuzzification”. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_data
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Fuzzy controllers consist of an input stage, a processing stage and an output stage. 

The input stage maps sensor or other inputs to the appropriate membership functions and 

truth values. The processing stage invokes each appropriate rule and generates a result for 

each, then combines the results of the rules. This stage is popularly known as a fuzzy 

inference process. Finally, the output stage converts the combined result back into a 

specific control output value. In the fuzzy control system, the fuzzification and 

defuzzification processes are guided by the membership function of fuzzy sets and the 

following section describes these processes in detail. The Fig. 2.5 shows the conceptual 

block diagram of the fuzzy control system. 

Fuzzification Defuzzification

Rule

Fuzzy Inference 

Process

Fuzzy 

input 

sets

Fuzzy 

output 

sets

Crisp 

input
Crisp 

output

 

Fig. 2.5  Figure of fuzzy control system 

2.5   Fuzzification and Membership Function 

A fuzzy set is a powerful tool that allows to represent objects or members in a 

vague or ambiguous way. The fuzzy set also provides a way that is similar to a human 

being’s concepts and thought process. However, just the fuzzy set itself cannot lead to 

any useful and practical products until the fuzzy inference process is applied. To 

implement fuzzy inference to a real product or to solve an actual problem, as discussed 

before, three consecutive steps are needed, which are: Fuzzification, fuzzy inference, and 

defuzzification. 

Fuzzification is the first step to apply a fuzzy inference process. Most variables 

existing in the real world are crisp or classical variables. One needs to convert these crisp 

variables (both input and output) to fuzzy variables, and then apply fuzzy inference to 

process these data to obtain the desired output. Finally, in most cases, the fuzzy outputs 

need to be converted back to crisp variables to complete the desired control objectives. 
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Generally, the fuzzification involves two processes: derive the membership functions for 

input and output variables and represent them with linguistic variables. This process is 

equivalent to converting or mapping classical set to fuzzy set to varying degrees. 

  In practice, the membership functions can be categorized as the triangular 

waveform, trapezoidal waveform, Gaussian waveform, bell-shaped waveform, sigmoidal 

waveform and S-curve waveform. However, the exact type depends on the actual 

applications. For the systems that need significant dynamic variation in a short period of 

time, a triangular or trapezoidal waveform should be utilized. The systems which need 

very high control accuracy, a Gaussian or S-curve waveform should be selected.  

2.6   Fuzzy Control Rules and its Mapping 
 

Fuzzy control rule can be considered as the knowledge of an expert in any related 

field of application. The fuzzy rule is represented by a sequence of the form IF-THEN, 

leading to algorithms describing what action or output should be taken in terms of the 

currently observed information, which includes both input and feedback if a closed-loop 

control system is applied. The law to design or build a set of fuzzy rules is based on a 

human being’s knowledge or experience, which is dependent on each different actual 

application.  

A fuzzy IF-THEN rule associates a condition described using linguistic variables 

and fuzzy sets to an output or a conclusion. The IF part is mainly used to capture 

knowledge by using the elastic conditions, and the THEN part can be utilized to give a 

conclusion or output in linguistic variable form. This IF-THEN rule is widely used by the 

fuzzy inference system to compute the degree to which the input data matches the 

condition of a rule. The fuzzy mapping rules provide a functional mapping between the 

input and the output using linguistic variables. The foundation of a fuzzy mapping rule is 

a fuzzy graph, which describes the relationship between the fuzzy input and the fuzzy 

output. Sometimes, in real applications, it is very hard to derive a certain relationship 

between the input and the output, or the relationship between those inputs and outputs are 

very complicated even when that relationship is developed. The fuzzy mapping rules are 

a good solution for these situations. Fuzzy mapping rules work in a similar way to human 

intuition or insight, and each fuzzy mapping rule only approximates a limited number of 

elements of the function, so the entire function should be approximated by a set of fuzzy 

mapping rules. 
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2.7   Defuzzification and Lookup Table 

The output derived from the combination of input, output membership functions 

and fuzzy rules is still vague or fuzzy. To make that conclusion or fuzzy output available 

to real applications, a defuzzification process is needed. The defuzzification process 

converts the fuzzy output back to the crisp or classical output. It is to be noted that the 

fuzzy output is still a linguistic variable, which needs to be converted to a crisp variable 

via defuzzification. The three defuzzification techniques are commonly used, which are:  

 Mean of the Maximum method,  

 Centre of Gravity method  

 Height method. 

The result of defuzzification is presented in a particular table known as a lookup 

table. The defuzzification needs to be performed for each subset of a membership 

function, both inputs and outputs.  

2.8   Conclusion  

In this chapter, discrete Kalman filter and fuzzy control are discussed which are 

used in the following chapters. The discrete Kalman filter is a useful tool to track the 

desired output of the system because its output depends on the process and measurement 

noise covariance as well as it adaptively adjusts the estimation based on its previous state. 

As the fluctuated power of the wind and PV possess varying nature of covariances, it is 

applied to achieve the desired smooth output power of the hybrid system. Also, discrete 

Kalman filter is used for reducing the bias error presented in the forecasted data of wind 

speed and solar irradiances. Reduction in bias error gives true power available from wind 

and PV system which is ultimately useful for the power system monitoring, control, 

operation and planning studies. Similarly, the fuzzy control system is used to adjust the 

output of the system in accordance with the different range of the inputs by considering 

the suitable fuzzy logic and membership function. The adaptive adjustment of time 

variant parameters such as wind and PV power is controlled by implementing fuzzy rule 

in the system. Hence, the power smoothing of the fluctuated power is carried out by taking 

consideration of the membership function of battery power, state of charge and health. 
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Chapter 3   Weighted Average Based 

Discrete Kalman filter 

3.1   Introduction 

The fluctuated power of wind and PV weakens the frequency and voltage of the 

grid [56] which can be addressed through the use of different energy storage systems 

(BESS) [15, 21, 22, and 24,120,128]. Though BESS is a popular approach for reducing 

the power fluctuation, it is necessary to develop a strategy which can give minimum 

power fluctuation and optimum capacity. Static synchronous compensator and BESS with 

proportional-integral (PI) controller [56,59] are discussed to reduce the output wind 

power fluctuation when a fixed value of smooth power is dispatched to the grid. This does 

not guarantee the minimum power fluctuation rate in the smooth power as PI controller 

uses either fixed reference or exponential varying average to generate the output power. 

In order to obtain reduced power fluctuation in the smooth power guided by power 

fluctuation rate, fixed reference is not applicable; rather it should be changing. The power 

fluctuation rate is a useful indicator to evaluate smoothing control strategy.e. the lower 

value of the power fluctuation rate indicates smooth power. In order to obtain a varying 

reference, discrete Kalman filter (DKF) [135-142] can be used to reduce the power 

fluctuation according to the desired specification determined by the minimum power 

fluctuation rate. DKF principle applies a recursive estimation process for a particular time 

period and it is considered as an effective approach to track the desired output. Further, 

Kalman filter (KF) is implemented to determine battery state of charge (SOC) [137-139], 

state of health [139-140] and terminal voltage [141-142]. However, the application of KF 

to reduce the power fluctuation based on power fluctuation variation is still to be explored.  

Li et al. [15] presented the fuzzy-based smoothing approach using a maximum and 

minimum range of SOC and pre-assigned battery power only, but the optimum battery 

power required to achieve a minimum range of power fluctuation rate is still to be 

explored. Likewise, the smoothing control strategy in [50] is developed by comparing the 

power fluctuation rate of smooth power over particular time interval with the pre-assigned 

fixed value. Due to the comparison with the fixed value of power fluctuation rate, it does 

not give the minimum range of power fluctuation rate of smooth power. The KF approach 

in [46] is based on the prior known capacity of BESS and does not guarantee the optimum 

capacity of BESS needed to achieve the smoothing of fluctuated power. Moreover, this 
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approach uses instantaneous power as discrete value for the estimation process of KF and 

adjusts the smoothing control strategy according to the predetermined capacity of BESS 

and its state of charge. Hence, [46] does not provide the control over the minimum range 

of power fluctuation rate of smooth power. To overcome the shortcomings of [46,50], 

there is a need for a suitable method which not only gives the minimum fluctuation rate 

of smooth power but also provides the optimum capacity of BESS. 

This chapter proposes a DKF based approach to reduce the output power fluctuation 

of wind and PV systems by considering the weighted average of power fluctuation. The 

weighted average is evaluated through the highest and lowest values of power fluctuation 

for each interval of time which guarantees the lower power fluctuation rate of smooth 

power. This paper also proposes an algorithm to achieve BESS target power, and its SOC 

using DKF to obtain smoothing based on minimum power fluctuation rate. The proposed 

algorithm is compared with Li’s method presented in [46,50] and simulation results show 

that the power fluctuation rate of smooth power is reduced significantly. Based on the 

BESS target power achieved from the proposed algorithm, the optimum capacity and the 

configuration of the battery are also determined. A hybrid wind and PV generating system 

with BESS is used for the proposed methodology.  

3.2   Development of Control Strategy  

In this section, firstly the DKF based control strategy is discussed for reducing the 

output power fluctuation. Further, the determination of target BESS power, estimation of 

SOC and overall algorithm of the proposed methodology are included in the following 

subsections. 

 

3.2.1    DKF approach for Reducing Power Fluctuation 

This chapter utilizes the highest and lowest values of total output power 

fluctuation ( )fluctuatedP of wind and PV systems for a particular time period as DKF 

parameter. Further, the estimation of parameter is carried out by converting it into 

different intervals during the particular time period. It is quite necessary to determine the 

proper Kalman weight and gain to be used in DKF so that recursive estimation process 

[143] could converge. The DKF based approach is applied for the smoothing control 

strategy and estimation of SOC both. The time and measurement update equations are as 

below. 
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Time update: 
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Measurement update: 
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where
1

ˆ
k k

P


and ˆ
k k

P  are the posterior and prior state estimates of fluctuatedP  respectively, 

k k
P is the prior error covariance,

1k
K


is the Kalman gain,Q  is the process noise 

covariance, R is the measurement error covariance,
1 1

ˆ
k k

P
 

is the smooth output power 

,( )smoothP
1k

P


is the desired total output power. 

Now, fluctuatedP is divided into highest power ( )
high

P and lowest power (
low

P ) for 

each time interval. Hence, the total desired power for each time interval is obtained as 

follows 

 

,( )
n high low

P P P   0 1                      (3.6) 

 

where  is the weighted average value. The weighted average value is considered as a 

varying reference and fluctuatedP  can be controlled with the proper selection of .  The 

smooth output power for each time interval can be obtained with the help of (3.1)-(3.5). 

The battery charges/ discharges power for each time interval guided by weighted average 

value so that the smooth power output could be achieved. The BESS power is obtained 

as follows 

1 1 1 1

ˆ̂ ˆ ˆ
k k k k k k

P P P
   

                                                                    (3.7) 

 

The positive/ negative BESS power for charging/ discharging cases indicate that 

the power is absorbed/ generated for each time interval to obtain reduced power 

fluctuation. Fig. 3.1 shows the schematic block diagram consisting of DKF and BESS for 

the proposed approach. The power injected to the grid may be referred as the hybrid 
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power ( )hybridP which is ultimately equal to the smooth power ( )smoothP . Hence, the smooth 

power is also known as hybrid power.  

DKF BESS+
-

        Pbess         Pfluctuated     Psmooth

+
+

        

Phybrid 

 
 
Fig 3.1   DKF approach based block diagram  

 

3.2.2    Determination of Target BESS power 
 

 The target BESS power is the battery power needed to achieve smooth output 

power such that the minimum power fluctuation rate could be obtained. It is evident from 

(3.7) that the BESS power is dependent on the smooth power which further depends on

 . The value of  is optimized through genetic algorithm [144] for a minimum range of 

power fluctuation rate. The corresponding BESS power for this optimum value of   is 

considered as optimum battery power. The power fluctuation rate of hybrid power ( hybrid

) for a specified interval of time is given by 

high low

hybrid hybrid

hybrid rated

wppv

P P

P



     (3.8) 

where
high

hybridP and
low

hybridP are the highest and lowest values of hybrid power in each time 

interval respectively, 
rated

wppvP  is the total rated output power of wind and PV systems. 

Equation (3.8) is used to determine the control effect of proposed DKF based smoothing 

over a specified interval of time as well as to determine the optimum target power of the 

battery. To achieve minimum power fluctuation and optimum target BESS power, hybrid

should be within the minimum range which indicates the reduction in power fluctuation. 

The objective function for minimization of power fluctuation rate is given below.  

Minimize: 

 
high low

hybrid hybrid hybrid       (3.9)         

s.t. 

low n highP P P                                                                                                             (3.10) 

–   bess smooth fluctuatedP P P                               (3.11)                                                                                                    

hybrid fluctuated bessP P P                                                                                                  (3.12)  
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where
high

hybrid and 
low

hybrid  are the highest and lowest values of the power fluctuation rate for 

the specified interval of time respectively. The optimum target BESS power and output 

hybrid power for the optimum value of  are obtained through (3.11) and (3.12).  The 

standard genetic algorithm is used to obtain   for the above-constrained optimization 

problem. Therefore, the description of the genetic algorithm is omitted in this paper which 

can be referred from [144]. 

 

3.2.3   Estimation of SOC 
 

Based on the BESS power obtained from the proposed smoothing control strategy, 

estimation of SOC is carried out by discretizing BESS power for the particular time 

period. The internal resistance, charging /discharging efficiency and battery current are 

initialized during SOC estimation. Fig. 3.2 is utilized to evaluate SOC of lithium-ion 

BESS based on DKF approach. The initialization, time update and measurement update 

equations of DKF are given as below 

 

Initialization: 
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Time update: 
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Measurement update: 

 

1 1 1k k k k
SOC SOC Q

  
                                                                            (3.20) 
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Where k k
SOC and 1k k

SOC
 are the prior and posterior state estimates for BESS state of 

charge respectively,
1

ˆ̂
k k

P


and
, 1batt k k

I


 are the posterior state estimate for power and current 

of BESS respectively,
, 1ch k k




and 
, 1dis k k




are the posterior state estimates for charging and 

discharging efficiency of BESS respectively, 1 1k k
SOC

  is the desired SOC of BESS and 

N
C is the nominal capacity of the battery. 

 
Fig. 3.2   Resistance vs SOC and open circuit voltage vs SOC for lithium-ion BESS [25] 

 

3.2.4. Algorithm of Proposed Methodology 
 

The steps of the overall proposed algorithm are given as below: 

 

Step 1: Start  

Step 2: Call fluctuatedP  power of wind and PV systems from the MATLAB /SIMULINK 

model. 

Step 3: Initialize and declare the parameters and variables 

Total simulation time in sec = T  

Time step in sec = t  

Step 4: Set 1k  and ( )fluctuated fluctuated tP P   

Step 5: Set ( ) ( )fluctuated k fluctuated tP P   and estimate 

 ( ) ( )max( )high k fluctuated kP P  

( ) ( )min( )low k fluctuated kP P  

Step 6: Calculate 

( ) ( )( )k high k low kP P P   
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where ,  0 1    is the optimum value obtained with the genetic algorithm for a 

minimum range of power fluctuation rate. 

Step 7: If 
( )( ) high klow k k

P P P  ,  Initialize 

/
ˆ 0
k k

P  ,
/

0
k k

P   

1Q Q , 1R R  

            1

rated

wppvP P  

Step 8: Estimate time and measurement update equations of DKF as follows 

1
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Step 10: Calculate ( ) ,bess kP ( ) ,hybrid kP
( )hybrid k
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 Step 11: Initialize / 1k kSOC SOC and estimate SOC as follows 
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Step 12: Update 1k k   and go to step 5 if 
T

k
t




. 

Step 13: Plot 
( )

,
smooth k

P ( ) ,bess kP ,SOC
( )hybrid k

  

Step 14: Estimate ( )max( )high

hybrid hybrid k   

 

 ( )min( )low

hybrid hybrid k   

 
( )

min( )
bess bess k

P P  

high low

hybrid hybrid hybrid      

Step 15: Select the minimum range of 
hybrid

  and 
bess

P  

Step 16: End 

3.3   Modeling of Hybrid Power Sources 

The combination of wind power generating system (WPGS), photovoltaic 

generating systems (PVGS) and BESS are used as a hybrid power source as shown in Fig. 

3.3. The DC output of PVGS and BESS are converted into AC through power 

conditioning system (PCS). The parameters of these sources are given in [47] which are 

used for simulation. 

PVGS,150 KVA

PCS

PCS

BESS

Grid

0.4/11 KV, 1000 KVA

0.4/11 KV, 150 KVA

0.2 Ω                            1.95 Ω 

0.2 Ω                             1.95 Ω 

0.1 Ω                       0.97 Ω 

200 KVA

WPGS,1000 KVA

 
Fig 3.3 Hybrid power sources 
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3.3.1 Photovoltaic Generating System (PVGS) 

The equivalent model of the PVGS comprises of the parallel connection of a diode 

and current source. The current source of PV model generates the photocurrent directly 

proportional to solar irradiance. A 10 kW, 240 V, SunPower module (SPR-305E-WHT-

D), available in MATLAB SIMULINK is used as PV model for simulation which 

considers following equation [145] 

( 1)

Vpv
q

AKT
pv ph oI I I e                                            (3.23) 

where pvI is the PV current, phI is the photocurrent, oI is the reverse saturation current of 

the diode,q is the electron charge, K is the Boltzmann's constant, A is the diode ideality 

factor, T is the junction temperature of the solar cell and pvV  is the voltage across the PV 

cell. Further, a normally distributed random variable is used to realize the varying solar 

irradiances as input [146] to the PVGS model as given below 

( ( ,1))x sd randn n m                                                                                      (3.24) 

where x is the random variable, sd  is the standard deviation, n is the number of random 

variables, m is the mean value of the variable. 

3.3.2. Wind Power Generating System (WPGS) 
 

   The electrical power generated from WPGS is based on the kinetic energy present 

in the air which is utilized to rotate the turbine blades. The mechanical power and torque 

of wind turbine [32] are expressed in (3.25) and (3.26) respectively. 

2 30.5 ( , )m m pP R V C                      (3.25) 

3 20.5 ( , ) /m m pT R V C                       (3.26) 

The power and torque of wind turbine are the function of power coefficient ( p
C ) 

which ultimately depends on the tip speed ratio ( ) and blade pitch angle (  ) of 

WPGS as below 
18.4

2.14
 

151
( , ) 0.73( 0.58 0.002 13.2) i

p
i

C e


   




                                                     (3.27) 

3

1
1 0.003

( )
0.02 1

i


  




 

                          (3.28)                 

where ρ is the air density, R is the blade radius and 
m

V is the wind speed. The output power 

of WPGS depends on the wind speed and fluctuates with its variation as expressed in 

(3.25) and (3.26). This fluctuated power reduces the power quality if it is subjected to the 
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grid without any control. To realize the varying nature of wind speed, a normally 

distributed random variable based on (3.24) is used as an input to the 10kVA synchronous 

generator based variable pitch wind turbine model developed in MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

3.3.3   Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) 
 

The BESS is employed as a source to absorb/ release the required power guided 

by the proposed approach. Battery model [147] given in MATLAB/SIMULINK library 

is utilized for the simulation which is based on (3.29) and (3.30). The optimum capacity 

and configuration of a lithium-ion battery are determined based on the target BESS power 

obtained from the proposed algorithm. The SOC is estimated using (3.13)-(3.22) with 

optimum capacity and configuration. The BESS is associated with the hysteresis band 

current control grid-connected inverter and it is charged or discharged by the 

implemented DKF control strategy.  

 
* * ( )
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               (3.29) 
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o
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     (3.30) 

where E0 is the constant voltage, K is the polarization resistance, *i is the low-frequency 

current dynamics, i is the battery current, it is the extracted capacity, C is the maximum 

battery capacity, A is the exponential voltage and B is the exponential capacity. 

3.4 Simulation Results  

The forecasted data [148] is obtained by considering the wind speed and solar 

irradiance at the longitude of 115.87oE and latitude of 31.90oS for March 2016 as a mean 

value in (3.26) for simulation. Thus obtained data sets are taken as the values for each 

time instant which are mentioned as number of samples in this study. For the simulation 

purpose, 1 10 ,P kW
1

1000Q  ,
1

0.004R  , 0.6SOC  , T = 16 sec and ∆t = 2 sec are 

used. After implementation of genetic algorithm with population size 50,  number of 

generations 100, and crossover rate 0.8,  the optimized value of   is obtained as 0.5 

which minimizes the range of power fluctuation rate for the two-second period. However, 

the simulation results for 0.3 and 0.7  are also shown for a detailed discussion of 

proposed methodology. Figs. 3.4-3.6 show the subplots of wind power, PV power, 

fluctuated power, smooth power, hybrid power fluctuation rate and SOC for  = 0.3, 0.5 

and 0.7 respectively.  
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The proposed methodology is compared with Li’s method [46], [50] for 0.5 

based on the power fluctuation rate of hybrid power. The fluctuated power, smooth 

power, BESS power and power fluctuation rate obtained with the proposed and Li’s 

methods [46], [50] are shown in Fig. 7 for comparison. 

 
Fig. 3.4:  Subplots of wind power, PV power, fluctuated power, smooth power, BESS power, 

hybrid power fluctuation rate and SOC for μ = 0.3  
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Fig. 3.5:  Subplots of wind power, PV power, fluctuated power, smooth power, BESS power, 

hybrid power fluctuation rate and SOC for μ = 0.5  
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Fig. 3.6:  Subplots of wind power, PV power, fluctuated power, smooth power, BESS power, 

hybrid power fluctuation rate and SOC for μ = 0.7  
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Fig 3.7:  Subplots for wind power, PV power, fluctuated power, smooth power, BESS Power 

and hybrid power fluctuation rate of μ = 0.5 , [46] and [50] 

 

It is observed from the Figs. 3.4-3.7 that the total fluctuated power can be controlled 

on the basis of different values of   with DKF to produce smooth power based on power 

fluctuation rate. It is apparent from Fig. 3.4 and 3.6 that BESS power is in charging and 

discharging mode for 0.3  and 0.7  respectively whereas the battery undergoes both 
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charging and discharging modes for 0.5   as shown in Fig. 5. This means the battery 

is capable of supplying and absorbing power to generate smooth hybrid power.  Hence, 

battery power for 0.5  , is considered as an optimum power needed to smooth the 

fluctuated power due to its lower value as shown in Fig. 7. Further, the simulation results 

show that the power fluctuation rate of hybrid power with the proposed method for 

0.5  is lower than Li’s method [46], [50] as given in Table 3.1. This indicates that the 

proposed method provides better smooth power compared to the existing methods [46], 

[50] as the lower value of power fluctuation rate indicates smooth power. It is observed 

from the simulation results that the BESS power is nearly equal to 2.5 kW for 0.5  . 

This BESS power is considered as an optimum value based on (3.9)-(3.12). Finally, the 

configuration and specification of the battery are determined based on target BESS power 

of battery as given in Table 3.2. 

Table 3. 2 Configuration and specification of battery 
 

Index                Specification 

2.5 kWh BESS                                                                       5 battery module in series 

 

Per module                                  24, 6 Ah single batteries in series 

 

Battery capacity                          6 Ah 

 

Voltage  level            3.5 V 

 

Rated power               5.0 kW 

 

Maximum working voltage                     840 V 

 

Table 3.1 Comparison of hybrid power fluctuation rate of different methodology for two-
second period 

 

Methodology Hybrid power fluctuation rate ( hybrid ) 

Maximum value
high

hybrid  Minimum value
hybrid

low
  

Proposed methodology for  

 = 0.3 

0.11 0.02 

Proposed methodology for 

 = 0.5 

0.08 0.02 

Proposed methodology for  

 = 0.7 

0.12 0.02 

Li’s Method[25] 

 

0.3 0.15 

Li’s Method[26] 0.18 0.05 
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3.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, a weighted average approach based DKF is presented to reduce the 

output power fluctuations of wind and PV systems with lower power fluctuation rate. The 

power absorbed/ supplied by the battery is controlled by weighted average value. The 

genetic algorithm optimizes the weighted average value for minimum power fluctuation 

rate. This approach also gives the optimum battery power along with the SOC required 

to maintain the smoothing based on the optimal value of weighted average. Further, the 

configuration and specification of the battery are determined considering the optimum 

battery power. Hence, this method is a useful approach to determine the optimal capacity 

of battery required to smooth the output power fluctuation of hybrid systems which 

improves the power quality of the grid. 
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Chapter 4   Discrete Kalman Filter Based 

Smoothing and Dispatching of 

Hybrid Power 

4.1   Introduction  

Injection of wind and photovoltaic powers into the grid is increasing day by day 

because of being clean sources of energy, and it is gradually replacing the conventional 

sources of energy such as fossil and coal-fired thermal plants [149-151]. It is well known 

that it is not easy to predict the actual wind and PV powers available during a period of 

time because of intermittency of wind and PV source. It means wind speed and solar 

irradiance possess uncertainty due to dependency on forecasted data. Because of this 

uncertainty, it may be not capable of dispatching the power demanded by the grid [152]. 

Hence, a proper method is required which may dispatch the smooth power with minimum 

fluctuation so that better quality with an accurate prediction of power may be achieved. 

Several methods [27, 40, 46, 50, 153] are proposed in various papers for smoothing 

the power fluctuation of wind and PV power. In order to mitigate the power fluctuation 

of wind and PV systems, fuel cell/electrolyzer, super magnetic conducting material, 

energy capacitor system and flywheel energy system are used as the sources of energy 

storing devices, but battery energy storage system (BESS) is commonly used because of 

its lower cost [155-160]. Subsequently, wind speed and solar irradiance estimation 

techniques are also presented in [168-173]. Authors in [153] and [154] implemented static 

synchronous compensator and BESS along with PI controller for attenuating the wind 

power fluctuation. This scheme dispatches a fixed amount of power to the grid because 

the PI controller uses fixed value as a reference signal. Later, Han et al. [27] presented 

power smoothing control strategy and optimized allocation of battery capacity based on 

hybrid storage energy technology. In this scheme, traditional inertial filter combined with 

PID control is employed to smooth the fluctuated power of wind, but it is insufficient to 

dispatch the accurate amount of available power. Further, Li et al. [40] discussed the 

application of fuzzy wavelet transform to smooth wind and PV hybrid power output with 

BESS considering the pre-determined capacity of the battery. Though this scheme 
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dispatches the smooth power, there is a need for large capacity of BESS to smooth the 

fluctuated power.  

Similarly, Li et al. [50] presented battery energy storage station based smoothing 

control of photovoltaic and wind power generation fluctuation which also considers the 

pre-determined capacities of batteries. A fuzzy adaptive Kalman filter for wind power 

output smoothing with battery energy storage system is proposed in [46]. This method 

considers the fluctuated output power only as a scalar random constant for state estimation 

in Kalman filter approach, but the input wind speed into its mathematical model is not 

considered. Hence, there needs to be a mathematical model based on state –space 

modeling which considers both the input and output variables of the system. For this 

purpose, Kalman filter (KF) based on state –space model of the system can be used to 

attenuate the fluctuated power and to estimate the power dispatched to the grid. The 

mathematical model of KF is formulated by Kalman [161] which utilizes a series of 

repetitive data estimation process for a specified interval of time and is widely 

implemented to obtain the state of charge (SOC), terminal voltage and state of health 

(SOH) of batteries [162-167]. Likewise, KF approach is also used to estimate wind speed 

and solar irradiance [168-173]. 

However, the application of KF for simultaneous smoothing, dispatching and 

estimation of the accurate wind and PV powers to the grid is not discussed in the available 

literature so far. With this motivation, a Kalman filter based approach to smooth the 

power fluctuation of wind and PV systems with BESS as well as to estimate accurate 

wind and PV output power available in the system is proposed. For this purpose, a state-

space model of wind power generating system (WPGS), the photovoltaic generating 

system (PVGS) and BESS is developed in this chapter. The forecasted wind speed and 

solar irradiance are obtained by considering the normally distributed random variables. 

The proposed methodology is compared with the Teleke et al.’s method [153] to 

determine the BESS power needed for the smoothing purpose.  

 

4.2 Proposed Methodology  

In this section, the proposed methodology is discussed which utilizes standard 

discrete Kalman filter (DKF) to attenuate the fluctuation in output power. In general, the 

DKF approach [174] divides the parameter to be estimated into the number of sampling 

periods for the given time frame by considering suitable gains and weights in its 
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mathematical model. The schematic diagram of the proposed approach is given in Fig. 

4.1. 

 

WPGS

PVGS

BESS

DKF

DKF

DKF
Load/Power             
Demand

 

Fig. 4.1 Schematic diagram of proposed methodology 

The desired power to be dispatched to the load for next period of time is set as a 

reference power, and DKF estimates the actual power available from WPGS and PVGS. 

BESS power is evaluated from the reference power and total power generated by WPGS 

and PVGS. The smooth power is the sum of the reference power and estimated power of 

BESS obtained from DKF.  

The main steps of the proposed approach are as follows: 

1. Evaluate the state space parameters of WPGS and PVGS. 

2. Apply DKF model for WPGS and PVGS using state space models of respective 

systems. 

3. Estimate the power delivered by WPGS and PVGS based on DKF model. Set this as 

wP and pvP . 

4. Obtain the desired power at the grid for the next period and set this power as reference 

power Prsuch that 

If  w pv r
P P P  , calculate  ( )bess r w pvP P P P    and go to 5. 

If  w pv rP P P  , calculate  ( )bess w pv r
P P P P    and go to  5. 

If  w pv r
P P P  , go to 5. 

5. Evaluate SOC [20] and fluctuated power as 

   
( )

( ) b
i

I t
SOC t SOC dt

Q


                       (4.1) 

Fluctuated Power = w pvP P  

Where ( )bI t the battery current, Q is the capacity of battery and   is the charging/ 

discharging efficiency.  
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6. Apply DKF model for the battery energy storage system (BESS) to calculate smooth 

power as 

Smooth Power = 
r

P + ˆ
bessP   

where ˆ
bessP  is the estimated bessP  from DKF  

7. Calculate the bias error using root mean square error, mean bias error and mean 

absolute error from the estimated power obtained from the DKF. 

4.3   Discrete Kalman Filter 

This section presents a brief introduction of discrete Kalman filter which uses state 

space models of WPGS and PVGS. Consider the following discrete-time state space 

model as 

1k k k k k k

k k k k

x A x B u w

y C x v

    


  
          (4.2)                  

and the time-varying discrete Kalman filter is given by the following recursions 

Measurement update 

1 1 11 1 1 1

11

1

1 1 11

1 11 1 1
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                  (4.3)    

Time update: 

1

1

ˆ ˆ
k k kk k k k

T

k k kk k k k

x A x B u

P A P A Q





  


  

                                                               (4.4) 

where A, B, C, D are the matrices of the discrete state-space model,
1

ˆ
k k

x


is the state 

estimate of 
k

x based on past measurements up to 1ky  , 1 1
ˆ

k k
x

    is the updated  state estimate 

based on the last measurement in the output ky , kw is the Gaussian noise in the input ku ,

kv is the Gaussian noise in the output , kQ  is the process noise covariance, 1kR  is the 

measurement noise covariance, 1kK  is the Kalman Gain,
k k

P and 
1k k

P


 are the prior and 

posterior error covariance.  
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4.4 Development of Mathematical Model of WPGS, 

PVGS and BESS for Power Generation 

In this section, the mathematical model for power generation by the wind and PV 

systems are discussed. The WPGS model considers state space model parameters of the 

plant whereas PVGS considers bias removal technique to achieve true power generated 

by wind speed and solar irradiance respectively. Further, BESS is used to absorb and 

discharge power according to the reference power demanded by the load. 

4.4.1 Power Generation for WPGS 

The proposed approach considers variable speed-variable pitch (VS-VP) wind 

turbine for wind power generating system to obtain its output power. There are different 

types of wind turbines such as fixed speed, variable speed, fixed pitch or variable pitch 

as one of the changing parameters for the estimation of generated power. These types of 

wind turbines do not reflect the true wind power generated due to the wide range of wind 

speed acting on the rotor of a wind turbine. As pitch angle control mechanism is 

substituted by the passive stall methods due to hardware and control simplicity but these 

methods possess lower conversion efficiency and increased risk of fatigue damage due to 

enormous stress. To overcome these problems, it is recommended to use variable speed 

and variable pitch wind turbine. 

When wind speed is minimum, it is worthwhile to operate the wind turbine at 

variable speed and fixed pitch so that maximum amount of energy could be captured. 

Likewise, when wind speed reaches its maximum value, the pitch angle is modified 

accordingly to obtain the rated power without any change in the torque characteristics of 

the generator. These two modes of operation do not explicitly utilize the capabilities of 

variable speed-variable pitch wind turbine. Note that, the power regulation using only 

pitch angle control or only variable speed control, possess the limitation on power 

generated by the wind turbine. Hence, considering both variable speed and variable pitch 

gives the actual estimation of generated power in the real scenario for the wide range of 

wind speed variation and helps to predict the actual power generated by the wind turbine.  

Fig. 4.2 is considered as a drive train dynamics for developing the mathematical 

model of WPGS. Hence, dynamic equations of WPGS are modeled as  
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Fig. 4.2: Drive train dynamics for WPGS 
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                                                   (4.5) 

 where ωris the rotor speed, ωg is the generator speed, ωs is the synchronous speed referred 

to low-speed side of drive train, s
  is the torsional angle, Bs is the drive-train damping, Ks 

is the stiffness of shaft, Jg is  the generator inertia, Jr is the rotor inertia and  Bg is the 

generator damping. 

Further, the rotor torque Tr and generator torque Tg are given by 

3 21
( , )

2
r QT R C V                                   (4.6) 

( )g g g sT B               (4.7) 

 

where  is the pitch ratio,  is the pitch angle, V  is the wind speed, R  is the blade radius 

of the wind turbine and  is the air density. The rotor torque is linearized with respect to 

wind speed, rotor speed and pitch angle as follows 

, ,
ˆˆ ˆˆ( , , ). ( , , ). ( , , ).r r r r r v r r rT B V k V V k V                  (4.8) 

where rotor damping ,rB  rotor torque –wind speed gain vrk ,  and rotor torque–pitch gain 

,rk can be expressed as 

rB =

( , , )

r

r

T

V  




                                                       (4.9) 

,r vk =
( , , )

rT

V V 




                                                     (4.10) 
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,r
k

 =

( , , )

rT

V  




                                                                (4.11) 

The pitch actuator model is linearized as 

1 1
d  

 
                                                                                         (4.12) 

where d is the desired pitch angle for the controller and   is the time constant.  

Now, Combining (5)-(9), the mathematical model of variable speed-variable pitch 

(VS-PS) WPGS can be expressed as follows 

ˆ( ) ( ) ( )   vx A x B V B u

y Cx Du

      


  
                             (4.13)  

where  

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,s r g d s g gx u y T             
    

 

and V  is the non-controlled input whereas d  and s  are the controlled inputs. The state-

space matrices of the model are  

,
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This continuous time state space model of WPGS is converted into discrete time 

model to be implemented with DKF. The control scheme for WPGS is presented in Fig. 

4.3 which works in the low wind speed as well as high wind speed. The controller 

identifies the region of operation (ROP) of wind turbine based on wind speed and 

accordingly generates the speed and pitch angle for the particular operating point based 

on strategy summarized below. 
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1. Increase ωs in proportion to wind speed to maintain the optimum value of tip ratio 

keeping β fixed for min nV V V  . 

2. Vary the blade pitch angle to limit power when wind speed increases keeping tip-ratio 

constant for maxnV V V  . 

Further, the controller generates the value of pitch angle and speed as demanded 

by WPGS.  The reference speed and torque of WPGS are defined as follows: 

0
min

max

if     
   

if    

n

ref

n
n

V V V V
R

V V V












 


 
                                                                                                                       

(4.14) 
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                                                                             (4.15) 

where n , nT , nV are the nominal or normal rated value of speed, torque and wind speed 

of WPGS. 

Controller 

based on ROP
WPGS DKF

+
-

+
-

βd       ωref   

        Tref          ωs   



 

Fig. 4.3   Control block diagram of WPGS 
 

The following equation is used to obtain forecasted wind speed using normally 

distributed random variables as 

* ( ,1)z c randn M d                                                                            (4.16) 

 

where z, c, M and d are random variable, standard deviation, number of random variables 

and mean value of the variable respectively. 

Finally, the estimated wind power is calculated with the help of estimated torque 

and speed obtained from DKF as  

ˆ ˆ ˆ*w g gP T                                                                                                                 (4.17)                                                                                       
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4.4.2 Power Generation for PVGS 

The mathematical model of PVGS for power generation is based on forecasted solar 

irradiance as the single meteorological parameter in time as input. The error in these 

forecasted inputs is filtered out by utilizing DKF which is known as bias removal [171-

173]. A bias removal approach [173] is used for solar irradiance forecast by exploring the 

dependence of the forecasted data on other factors such as temperature, azimuth angle. It 

is found that the bias depends linearly on the forecasted irradiance and can be expressed 

in the first-order polynomial as follows 

0, 1,k k k k ky x m x                                                                               (4.18) 

k k k ky C x                                                                               (4.19) 

where [1 ],k kC m
0, 1,[ ],k k kx x x

k
m is the forecasted solar irradiance at a particular 

instant, kx is the solar irradiance of a particular instant to be estimated from DKF and k

is the Gaussian noise. 

The state equation for solar irradiance with Gaussian noise kw  can be written as 

1k k kx x w                                                                              (4.20)          

The forecasted solar irradiances can be modelled using normally distributed 

random variables as given in (4.16). The electrical power output Ppv from a PV module 

[173] is dependent on ambient temperature Tm and GSTC which is the solar irradiance at 

standard test condition as 

, (1 ( ))k
pv stc dc m stc

stc

y
P P K T T

G
                                                                                   (4.21)                                   

ky = Solar irradiance obtained from DKF 

K  = DC power temperature coefficient 

stcT = Standard test condition temperature 

,stc dcP = Maximum power obtained from PV at standard test condition 

Hence, the estimated power output of PVGS is obtained with the help of (4.21) as shown 

in Fig. 4.4. 

km                        ky                                            pvP  

 
 
Fig. 4.4   PVGS for power generation 
 
 

DKF 
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4.4.3 BESS for Charging and Discharging of Power 

BESS is used for charging and discharging of power as guided by the reference 

power of the load. BESS supplies the power when the power generated by wind and PV 

is insufficient to meet the reference power and vice versa. For this purpose, a simplified 

first order RC model is used for the proposed algorithm as given in Fig. 4.5 where series 

resistance R1 plays the role of internal resistance and shunt resistance R2 works as a self-

discharge resistor of the battery. 

C R2

R1

Vb(t)

 
 

Fig. 4.5: Circuit diagram of BESS 

 

The continuous time state space equations of the above circuit are given as  

2

1 1
( ) ( ) ( )c c bV t V t I t

R C C
               (4.22) 

1( ) ( ) ( )b c bV t V t R I t                                                                                                   (4.23)                                                                     

where capacitor voltage ( )
c

V t , battery current ( )
b

I t and terminal voltage ( )
b

V t  are considered 

as the state, input and output variables respectively for DKF in the proposed approach. 

This BESS generates and absorbs power based on the reference power and fluctuating 

power of WPGS and PVGS as given below 

( )bess w pvr
P P P P                                                                                         (4.24) 

The battery current and its associated SOC are given by 

( )

( )
  

bess
b

b
i

P
I t

voltage

I t
SOC SOC dt

Q













  

                                                                                        (4.25)      

The continuous time state space model of BESS is discretized in order to use with DKF. 

Finally, the estimated BESS power ( ˆ
bess

P ) is calculated as follows 

ˆ ˆ ( )* ( )bess b bP V t I t                                                                            (4.26) 

The bias error present in the forecasted data [171-173] is evaluated using mean bias 

error (MBE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) as given 

below 
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1
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n
RMSE x x

n i
 


                                                                    (4.27)                                                       
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                                                                            (4.28)                                                             

 , ,

1

1
forecasted i estimated i

n
MAE x x

n i
 


                                                                           (4.29)                                                     

 

Here ,forecasted ix  and ,estimated ix  represent the 
thi  forecasted data and estimated data 

respectively. The above expressions indicate that RMSE gives more weight to large errors, 

whereas MAE shows the average magnitude of the error and MBE indicates whether there 

is a significant tendency of over-forecast or under-forecast. 

4.4.   Simulation Results and Discussion 

The forecasted data [175] is obtained by considering the solar irradiance and wind 

speed at the latitude of 31.90oS and longitude of 115.87oE for March 2016 as a mean value 

in (4.16) for simulation purpose. Thus, obtained data sets are considered as the data for 

each instant of time which is mentioned as number of samples in this study. The dynamic 

equations of WPGS and BESS are discretized using MATLAB standard function with a 

sampling time of 1 sec. Considering the power to be dispatched to the load for next period 

of time, the proposed DKF based control strategy is simulated to smooth the fluctuated 

power of wind and PV systems. The proposed DKF approach is used to estimate the 

power available from forecasted wind speed and solar irradiance so that the lower battery 

power could be achieved. 

Figures 4.6 - 4.10 show the simulation results of wind and PV power, SOC, BESS 

power and smooth power for different reference power (Pr) in p.u. using DKF. The 

forecasted data of wind speed and solar irradiances consists of bias error and produces 

highly fluctuating power which is observed in the Figs. 4.6 - 4.10. DKF is utilized to 

obtain wind and PV power free from bias errors and to smooth its fluctuating nature. It 

can be easily seen that the obtained smooth power tracks the reference power. Depending 

on the reference power, BESS is charged and discharged accordingly to smooth the 

fluctuated power and hence adjusts the SOC.  

Fig. 4.6 shows wind and PV power, SOC, BESS power, smooth power and 

reference power using DKF for Pr = 0. It can be observed from the figure that the BESS 

is working in charging mode because its power is negative. This is due to the fact that the 

reference power is less than the generated power and the power generated by wind and 
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PV is consumed by BESS which ultimately increases SOC. In this case, large battery 

power is required to absorb the surplus generated power. 

Fig. 4.7 presents wind power, PV power, BESS power, SOC and smooth power for 

Pr = 1. Since the reference power is higher than the generated power of wind and PV 

systems, BESS supplies insufficient power to the load. This causes the SOC to decrease, 

and smooth power is slightly less than the reference power which is depicted in Fig.4.7. 

The battery power for this case is very low as compared to the previous case. 

Fig. 4.8 shows the various subplots of wind power, PV power, BESS power, SOC 

and smooth power for Pr > 1. Similar to Pr = 1, BESS supplies the insufficient power to 

load but smooth power is slightly higher than the reference power. Likewise, SOC of the 

battery is also in decreasing phase which indicates that the power is being discharged. 

The requirement of battery power for this case is also large due to the deficit power 

supplied by the battery. 

Fig. 4.9 shows the waveforms of various powers for varying Pr as 0.4 <Pr< 0.8. 

This varying power demand is realized by changing the reference power for each 50 

number of samples. In this case, battery charges and discharges according to the change 

in reference power (Pr) and battery power is less than the previous cases. The estimated 

BESS power and BESS power based on the forecasted data is quite similar due to the 

magnitude of reference power which can be observed in Fig. 4.9. Also, it is observed that 

the SOC of the battery varies according to the reference power. When the reference power 

is high, estimated BESS power is also high and vice-versa. This estimated BESS power 

may be controlled by varying the reference power. Hence considering the 

maximum/minimum range of the reference power, the battery power needed to dispatch 

the smooth power, could be evaluated. 

The proposed methodology is compared with the Teleke et al.’s method [153] in 

which only wind farm is considered. A PV farm is included in the overall system [153] 

for comparison with the proposed approach. Fig. 4.10 depicts the wind power, PV power, 

BESS power, Smooth power and reference power considering the similar data sets of 

proposed DKF approach. It is observed from Fig. 4.10 that the BESS power by Teleke et 

al.’s method [153] is higher is than the proposed methodology. 
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Fig. 4.6  Wind and PV power, SOC, BESS Power, Smooth  Power and Reference Power 

using DKF for Pr = 0 
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Fig. 4.7  Wind and PV power, SOC, BESS Power, Smooth Power and Reference Power 

using DKF for Pr = 1 
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Fig. 4.8  Wind and PV power, SOC, BESS Power, Smooth Power and Reference Power 

using DKF for Pr> 1 
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Fig. 4.9  Wind and PV power, SOC, BESS Power, Smooth Power and Reference Power 

using DKF for 0.4 <Pr< 0.8 

The bias error of the forecasted wind and PV powers in p.u. are evaluated using 

(4.27) - (4.29) and compared with the existing methods such as persistence, average 

regressive moving average (ARMA), autoregressive integrated moving average 

(ARIMA) and coupled autoregressive and dynamical system (CARDS) [171-173] which 

are presented in Table 4.1. Further, the BESS power obtained with different methods are 

given in Table 4.2 which can also be observed from the Fig. 4.10. It is found that the 

proposed method provides smaller BESS power as compared to the other methods. 
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Fig. 4.10  Wind and PV power, SOC, BESS Power, Smooth Power, Reference Power and 

BESS Power [153] 

 

Table 4.1 Comparison of bias error removal technique 
 

Method RMSE MBE MAE 

Proposed 0.1416 0.0386 0.1115 

CARDS 0.1569 0.0786 0.1367 

ARIMA 0.1866 0.00996 0.1498 

ARMA 0.1964 0.1006 0.1667 

Persistence 0.2156 0.1316 0.2656 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of BESS power 
 

Method                               BESS power (p.u.) 

Forecasted BESS power without DKF 0.46 

Estimated BESS power with the proposed 

methodology 

0.10 

BESS Power [153] 0.48 

 

4.5.  Conclusion 

In this chapter, a power smoothing algorithm is proposed which estimates the power 

generated from the WPGS and PVGS with the implementation of DKF. The proposed 

algorithm also gives the estimate of BESS power needed to dispatch the smooth power 

according to the reference power. Higher or lower value of reference power guides the 

battery power to dispatch a smooth power. Hence, this algorithm is a useful tool to 

calculate the battery capacity of wind and PV generating systems considering the output 

power fluctuation and maximum/ minimum value of reference power. 
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Chapter 5     Fuzzy Based Smoothing of 

Hybrid Power 

5.1   Introduction 

The conventional approach for managing the fluctuated output power of wind and 

PV is to combine wind power generating system (WPGS) and PV generating system 

(PVGS) with a battery energy storage system (BESS) [176-178]. The integration of BESS 

with WPGS and PVGS, also known as a hybrid system, provides a flexible energy 

management solution by smoothing the generated output power fluctuation [179]. 

However, a large capacity of BESS may be needed if there lacks an appropriate control 

method to smooth the output of wind and PV power. The state of charge of battery plays 

a vital role in determining the proper capacity of battery [27]. Yoshimoto et al. [181] 

presented a control method to regulate battery state of charge (SOC) for the hybrid 

system. Furthermore, battery regulation strategy is discussed in [22,181] to reduce the 

power fluctuation of wind power. 

Besides using BESS to smooth wind and PV power fluctuations, several 

researchers presented pitch angle control method [6, 25,182-185] to smooth the fluctuated 

power output of WPGS. In [182], the pitch angle is regulated to generate constant output 

from wind source based on the error between actual power generated and target power. 

Pitch angle controllers based on neural network approaches are presented in [183,184] to 

regulate the fluctuated output of wind power. Senjyu et al. [85] proposed a control 

strategy considering standard deviation of wind speed on all operating regions. In [185], 

pitch controlled WPGS is proposed to determine optimal pitch rate using power 

regulation criteria. In classical pitch angle control method, the pitch angle is fixed at zero 

value when the wind speed goes below rated speed but the regulation is required when it 

crosses the rated speed for reducing the fluctuations in output power of WPGS [6].  

Though BESS regulation and pitch angle control are appropriate approaches to 

smooth the wind and PV output power fluctuations, a suitable control strategy is required 

which can regulate both BESS and pitch angle to obtain a reduced battery capacity. This 

chapter proposes a fuzzy-based smoothing approach considering both battery power and 

pitch angle for reducing the wind and PV output power fluctuations. The proposed 

approach is compared with the first order filter without fuzzy logic approach and Li et al 
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 method [32, 34] based on the smooth power variation rate and battery capacity. Smooth 

power variation rate is a useful tool to illustrate the degree of smoothness. The proposed 

methodology does not provide the information about the limit of fluctuations that can be 

reduced. The excess energy obtained after the smoothing process goes to the battery for 

charging and discharging processes which guide the battery power. Hence, there is no 

wastage of energy in the proposed smoothing strategy. The proposed approach depends 

on the time constant of the first order filter that is adjusted according to the fuzzy rules 

by considering the pitch angle, SOC and battery power. Since the proposed method 

follows a closed-loop arrangement, any change in the system parameters is adaptively 

adjusted. Therefore, there is no need for an optimal parameter selection.  

5.2    Proposed Fuzzy Logic Control Approach 

 In this chapter, a first-order filter is incorporated with fuzzy logic to smooth the 

power fluctuations as shown in Fig. 5.1. The fuzzy logic control (FLC) regulates the 

BESS power and pitch angle based on its constraints such as battery capacity and SOC. 

The proposed FLC is the combination of BESS FLC and pitch angle FLC. FLC adjusts 

the target battery power (Ptarget) and supervises the SOC to secure the charging level of 

BESS to enhance the smoothing output value of the WPGS and PVGS. As shown in Fig. 

2, the required battery power ( )
req

P  to meet the proposed FLC is adaptively modified 

according to the BESS charge level and Ptarget. The pitch angle and SOC follow nonlinear 

relationship with the wind power and battery power respectively. This non-linearity is 

addressed through the linear membership function of FLC considering the inputs and 

outputs which are dependent on battery power and SOC. Since the battery power 

undergoes positive and negative values during charging and discharging phase, the 

membership functions are categorized into negative big (NB), negative small (NS), zero 

(ZO), positive medium (PM) and positive big (PB).  

 The selection of these ranges depends on the capacity of battery, wind speed, solar 

irradiance and time constant of the filter. The adjustment of the time constant is carried 

out through 
fuzzy

  which is dependent on target power of battery whose value is either 

one, zero or two. In this paper, the proposed control approach is formulated as given in 

(5.1) - (5.13). Fig. 5.2 depicts the membership functions for the realization of proposed 

FLC approach. The fuzzy rules for fuzzyP ,
fuzzy

 and 
 pitch angle

 are shown in Table 5.1.  
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w pvfluctuated
P P P                                                                    (5.1) 

1

1
smooth fluctuated

fuzzy

P P
sT




                                                      (5.2) 

hybrid fluctuated bess
P P P            (5.3)

arg
1

fuzzy

req flcutuated fuzzy t et fuzzy

fuzzy

sT
P P P P P

sT


   


      (5.4) 

10 fuzzy

fuzzyT T


             (5.5) 

deficit hybrid load
P P P                                                                    (5.6) 

s.t. 

min max

bess bess bessP P P           (5.7)

maxminSOC SOC SOC                                                              (5.8) 

( )fuzzy fuzzyP f SOC           (5.9) 

( )argfuzzy fuzzy
f Pt et                                                                           (5.10) 

 
( )fuzzy deficitpitch angle

f P                                                                                        (5.11) 

max min

2

refSOC SOC

SOC SOC






                                                                           (5.12) 

0.2     if  SOC < 0.1

0.8     if  SOC > 0.9

       otherwise

refSOC

SOC




 



                                                  (5.13)  

where wP is the wind power, pvP is the PV power, 
fluctuated

P is the total wind and PV power, 

bess
P is the available battery power, 

hybrid
P is the hybrid power, 

deficit
P is the deficit power, 

T  is the smoothing time constant, fuzzyT is the fuzzy adaptive smoothing time constant, 

 pitch angle
 is the blade pitch angle,  is the coefficient for battery SOC and 

fuzzy
 is the 

coefficient for time constant determined by membership function, fuzzyf is fuzzy based 

function guided by degree of membership  and fuzzy rule. 
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Fig. 5.1.  Block diagram of proposed FLC approach 
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Fig. 5.2.  Membership functions for FLC approach 
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Table 5.1    Fuzzy rule table for different inputs and outputs 

 

5.3   Modeling of WPGS, PVGS and BESS 
 

The combination of WPGS, PVGS, and BESS connected to the grid, is used for 

MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation purpose as shown in Fig. 5.3. The parameters for 

these hybrid sources are referred from [47]. 

 

PVGS,150 KVA

PCS

PCS

BESS

Grid

0.4/11 KV, 1000 KVA

0.4/11 KV, 150 KVA

0.2 Ω                            1.95 Ω 

0.2 Ω                             1.95 Ω 

0.1 Ω                       0.97 Ω 

200 KVA

WPGS,1000 KVA

 
 

Fig. 5.3   Schematic diagram of WPGS and PVGS with BESS 
 

5.3.1 Modeling of WPGS  

 The output model of a wind power generation system [182-183] is developed 

considering (5.14) as given below. 

2 30.5 ( , )
m

P R V Cp
           (5.14) 

where 
m

P  is the mechanical power, ρ denotes the air density in kg/m³, R denotes the 

blade radius in m,V


is the wind speed in m/s ,
p

C  represents the power coefficient of 

the turbine and it is a function of the tip speed ratio λ and the blade pitch angle β. 

Input:              
argt et

P  NB NM NS   PS PM    PB 

Output: 
fuzzy

  TWO ONE ZO   ZO ONE TWO 

Input: SOC VS S M    B VB    - 

Output: 
fuzzyP  NB NM ZO  PM PB    - 

Input: 
deficitP  NB NM NS             OK PB    - 

Output: 
 pitch angle



 

EXTRA 

LOW 

LOW MED HIGH MAX    - 
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The power coefficient and pitch angle is calculated as follows 

18.4

2.14151
0.73 0.58 0.002 13.2 i

p
i

C e


 



 
  
 

                    (5.15) 

3

1

1 0.003

0.02 1

i

  




 

                             (5. 16) 

 

 The fluctuated power output of WPGS having rate power of 1000 kW is 

obtained using band-limited white noise generated in MATLAB/SIMULINK as shown 

in Fig. 5.4. 

1000 

kW

+

+

+ X
+

+

+

30

30 1

s

s 

Band limited 

white noise

High frequency 

noise
Scaled noise

Fluctuated output

Rate kW  

Fig. 5.4   WPGS model in MATLAB/SIMULINK 

5.3.2   Modeling of PVGS 

 The PVGS model consisting of a parallel combination of a diode and current 

sources based on (5.17), is used to develop a 150 kW, 240 V PV array in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK. The fluctuated power output of PVGS is modelled using band-

limited white noise generated in MATLAB/SIMULINK as shown in Fig. 5.5.  

0 ( 1)
qV

AKT
pv phI I I e



           (5.17) 

where pvI  is the PV current; phI  is the photo current; 0I  is the reverse saturation current 

of the diode; q is the electron charge; V is the voltage across the PV cell; K is the 

Boltzman’s constant; A is the diode ideality factor; T is the junction temperature of PV 

cell. 
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Fig. 5.5  PVGS model in MATLAB/SIMULINK 

5.3.3   Modeling of BESS 

A lithium-ion BESS is modeled with reference to the resistance model presented 

in [46,50]. The BESS comprises of three 1000 kWh sub- battery packages in parallel.  

The battery current ( )bI and voltage ( )bV  are dependent on 
bess

P which can be expressed 

as (5.18) and (5.19) respectively. The open circuit voltage of the battery ( )ocV  and its 

internal resistance 
int( )batR  are the function of SOC as shown in Fig. 5.6 and 5.7. The 

battery SOC and charging/discharging efficiency ( ) are obtained through (5.22) and 

(5.23) respectively. 

2 int

int

4

2

oc oc bat bess

b

bat

V V R P
I

R

 
         (5.18) 

int

b oc bat b
V V R I           (5.19) 

1( )ocV f SOC                     (5. 20) 

2int

3

( )       charging

( )  discharging

ch

bat

dis

R f SOC
R

R f SOC


 


       (5.21) 

b

i

I
SOC SOC dt

Q


           (5.22)

       charging

  discharging

oc
ch

oc b ch

oc b ch
dis

oc

V
V I R

V I R
V







 


 


 


       (5.23) 
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Fig. 5.6: Open circuit voltage as a function of SOC 

 

 
Fig. 5.7: Internal resistance as a function of SOC 

 

5.4   Results and Discussion 

The effectiveness of the proposed FLC approach is verified through 

MATLAB/SIMULINK for the hybrid system shown in Fig. 5.3. The time step and 

simulation time are chosen as 0.1 sec and 1000 sec respectively. Further, the smoothing 

time constant ( )T  is set to 120 sec. The DC powers of PVGS and BESS are converted into 

AC powers through PWM inverter based power conditioning system (PCS).  The 

simulation without FLC is performed by considering 0
fuzzy

  and 0  . Three cases are 

presented for different initial SOC of BESS to show the effectiveness of the proposed 

approach. The smoothness of power is quantified by considering the smooth power 

variation rate (SPVR) as given below  

max min

rated

P P
SPVR

P


                                                                 (5.24) 

where maxP and minP  are the maximum and minimum values of smooth power for a 

specified interval of time, ratedP is the total rated power of wind and PV.  
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Fig. 5.8:  Plots of different powers for SOC = 40%. 

 

The lower value of SPVR indicates the better smoothing approach. In this study, 

SPVR is calculated for each 10 sec interval of time. The simulation is performed for 40%, 

80% and 10% initial SOC of BESS which reflect the states of BESS as normally charged, 

overcharged and undercharged respectively to show the effectiveness of the proposed 

approach. It is observed from Fig. 5.8 that the proposed FLC approach tries to keep SOC 

near 40% by continuously charging and discharging the BESS. Therefore, the smooth 

power is improved with the proposed method compared to first order filter and Li et al.’s 

method [32,34]. The proposed method gives similar results for SOC = 80% and 10%. 

Therefore, the SPVR and BESS power for all the three cases are shown in Table 5.2. It is 

observed from the table that the proposed method possess better smoothing as compared 
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to first order filter approach, and Li et al.’s method 15,16 due to the lower values of SPVR 

and BESS power. 

Table 5.2 Comparison of smoothing control strategy 

 

 

 

Method 

SOC 40% SOC 80% SOC 10% 

SPVR for  

10-sec 

 

BESS 

Power(kW) 

SPVR for  

10-sec 

 

BESS 

Power(kW) 

SPVR for  

10-sec 

 

BESS 

Power(kW) Max. 

value 

Min. 

value 

Max. 

value 

Min. 

value 

Max. 

value 

Min. 

value 

Proposed 

method 

0.12 0.01 200 0.14 0.02 210 0.13 0.01 195 

First 

order 

filter 

0.34 0.02 250 0.36 0.03 260 0.35 0.02 255 

Li et al’s 

method 

[15] 

0.46 0.03 350 0.48 0.05 360 0.47 0.04 355 

Li et al’s 

method 

[16] 

0.37 0.04 300 0.39 0.06 310 0.38 0.05 305 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, a fuzzy-based approach is proposed for smoothing the output 

power by regulating the BESS power and pitch angle. The proposed method adjusts the 

time constant of the first order filter in accordance with the battery power and SOC. 

Besides this, it also adjusts the pitch angle of wind generating system to control the output 

power of the wind by considering the battery power. It is observed that the proposed 

method gives reduced power fluctuations compared to first order filter without fuzzy 

approach. Hence, this control strategy is a useful tool to obtain smooth power and a 

reduced battery capacity.  
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Chapter 6   Fuzzy Based Discrete Kalman 

Filter 

6.1   Introduction 

With the penetration of a large number of renewable energy sources into the power 

grid, several factors need to be addressed such as maintaining the power quality, 

stabilizing the islanded or interconnected systems, minimizing the wind and PV output 

power fluctuations and determining the energy storage capacity. The hybridisation of the 

WPGS and PVGS with an energy storage system (ESS) [15,19-22,127,180-181,186-187] 

is a popular approach to address the above-mentioned factors and to improve the power 

quality of the grid. Battery energy storage system (BESS) is a flexible energy 

management system for enhancing the power quality due to its low cost. It is also used 

for smoothing the fluctuated output power of the wind and PV systems as in [15, 46, 48, 

50, 56, 59,153,181]. BESS is implemented along with PI controller for smoothing the 

wind power fluctuations as discussed in [56], [59,153] without taking into account the 

state of charge (SOC) of the battery in its controller. Later, Li et al. [50] proposed a BESS 

based smoothing of the wind and PV power fluctuations with consideration of the power 

fluctuation rate of the hybrid power. Further, Li [46] presented a Kalman filter based 

approach which considers the instantaneous wind power and error covariance to estimate 

the smooth power. The SOC and battery power are utilized as constraints in the control 

strategy of [46, 50]. However, the performance degradation of BESS with its continuous 

use is not considered in [46,50]. Kalman filter (KF) [49,143] is an efficient tool for 

parameter estimation which is based on the time and measurement update expressions. 

Though several researchers have used BESS for power smoothing purposes by 

considering only SOC, it is necessary to address the state of health (SOH) of the battery 

in smoothing control strategy to deal with the degradation of the battery with its 

continuous use. In absence of a suitable control method, the required smooth power could 

not be achieved for efficient regulation of the state of health (SOH) of BESS which may 

lead to the requirement of a large energy storage capacity.  

It is well known that a battery undergoes degradation over the passage of time due to 

continuous charging and discharging. It reduces the power delivery capacity of the battery 

in comparison to the capacity determined by the manufacturer. Hence, the state of health 

(SOH) of the battery is used to quantify the existing capacity of the battery compared to 
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the fresh (new) capacity of the battery. Due to degradation, the battery may not be capable 

enough to smooth the fluctuated output power of the wind and PV systems. Though 

several approaches [15,46,50,56,59,80,153,181] are presented for smoothing the power 

fluctuation, they address the smoothing problem by considering the battery power and its 

SOC only. Besides considering these parameters, it is necessary to include SOH for 

achieving an effective smoothing. In absence of SOH as a control strategy parameter, it 

is difficult to obtain desired smooth power which may eventually lead to the requirement 

of a large energy storage capacity. Hence, this paper focuses on the inclusion of SOH as 

the main innovation. The commonly used indicators to evaluate the SOH are battery 

capacity [189], DC resistance [190] and AC impedance [191]. The SOH estimation 

methods mainly include durability model-based, open-loop method and battery model 

based closed-loop method [192]. The durability model predicts change in battery 

degradation, internal resistance based on durability mechanism [193] and external 

characteristics [194]. The battery-based closed-loop methods use the least squares 

method, Kalman filtering [195] and fuzzy logic [196] to identify the battery capacity and 

internal resistance. Though Kalman filtering and fuzzy logic are used to identify the SOH 

of the battery, the fuzzy-based DKF is not used to address output power smoothing of the 

wind and PV systems as per the best of the authors' knowledge. 

  In this chapter, a SOH management scheme based on the fuzzy-based discrete 

Kalman filter (FDKF) is proposed which adjusts the smooth output power adaptively and 

makes flexible use of the feedback adjustments of the battery SOH. The proposed 

approach estimates the output power of the hybrid sources using state space models of 

WPGS, PVGS, and BESS. For this purpose, Takagi–Sugeno (TS) and Mamdani models 

[197] are used as fuzzy inference processes. As the TS model gives the exact value of the 

input, it is used to modify the DKF according to the charging/ discharging battery power. 

Further, the Mamdani model is implemented with the DKF to adjust the SOH of the 

battery. The proposed FDKF approach is compared with the methods presented in [46] 

and [48] based on the power fluctuation rate, and it is observed that the simulation results 

yield low power fluctuation rate with the proposed method. The SOC of battery and 

battery power are used in [46,48] but the SOH of the battery is not considered for 

smoothing. The inclusion of SOH in the mathematical model gives better smoothing as it 

addresses the existing battery capacity and its capability to deliver smooth power. Further, 

the error indices are evaluated to depict the performance of the proposed FDKF approach 

over DKF approach for the two cases of the SOH.  
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6.2   Proposed Fuzzy Based Discrete Kalman Filter 

  In this section, we introduce a fuzzy-based discrete Kalman filter for smoothing 

the output power fluctuations of the WPGS and PVGS. It is well-known that the battery 

power follows a nonlinear relationship with the wind and PV powers [46,48,50] and the 

non-linearity also prevails between the SOH and battery power [198,199]. In the proposed 

approach, the non-linearity is addressed through a linear membership function of fuzzy 

logic based controllers considering the inputs and outputs which are dependent on the 

battery power and the SOH. To deal with the control issues such as reducing the fluctuated 

power and achieving lower battery capacity, a fuzzy-based control approach is utilized 

that is also applicable for wide range of operating conditions and abrupt changes in the 

inputs such as wind speed and solar irradiance. 

As shown in Fig. 6.1, the Mamdani fuzzy logic controller (MFLC) considers SOH as 

input and generates a corresponding adjustment factor ( )
fuzzy

H . The adjustment factor is 

used to smooth the output power based on the change in SOH using the fuzzy rules given 

in Table 6.1. It is categorized into big (B), medium (M), and small (S) based on the range 

of SOH for the MFLC. Similarly, the TS fuzzy logic controller (TSFLC) considers battery 

power as an input and produces a definite value of 
fuzzy

 needed to control the response 

of the FDKF. An MFLC is popularly used when both input and output membership 

functions are defined whereas a TSFLC is useful when a definite value of output is 

required for different ranges of input membership function. The membership functions of 

the proposed approach are shown in Fig. 6.2. Since the battery power undergoes positive 

and negative values during charging and discharging phases respectively, the membership 

functions are categorized into negative big (NB), negative small (NS), zero (ZO), positive 

medium (PM) and positive big (PB). During charging and discharging phases, the SOH 

may be very small (VS), small (S), medium (M), big (B) and very big (VB). The selection 

of range depends on the capacity of battery, wind speed, solar irradiance, and SOH of 

battery. 

             Table 6.1   MFLC and TFLC Rules 

SOH VS S M  B VB - 

fuzzy
H  

B M S M B - 

bess
P  NB NM NS PS PM  PB 

fuzzy
  0.01 0.1 1.0 1.0 0.1 0.01 
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Fig. 6.1   Control block diagram of the proposed FDKF approach 
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Fig. 6.2   MFLC and TFLC membership functions 

 

          The time and measurement update equations of the DKF can be written as  

Time update equation: 

1
ˆ ˆ

k k kk k k k
x A x B u


                    (6.1) 

1

T

k k kk k k k
P A P A Q


                 (6.2) 

Measurement update equation: 

1 1 11 1 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ( )k k kk k k k k k
x x K y C x     

                               (6.3) 
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1 11 1 1
( )k kk k k k

P I K C P   
                                                                                       (6.5) 

where kA , kB , kC  are the matrices of the discrete state-space model of the system under 

consideration, 1/
ˆ

k kx  is the state estimate of k
x based on the past measurements up to 1ky 

, /
ˆ

k kx   is the updated state estimate based on the last measurement of the output ky , kw is 

the Gaussian noise in the input ku , kv is the Gaussian noise in the output, kQ  is the process 

noise covariance, 1kR  is the measurement noise covariance, 1kK  is the Kalman Gain, k k
P

and 1k k
P

  are the priori and posteriori error covariances. It is necessary to adjust the 

smooth output power according to SOH, and the response of the FDKF must be adaptive 

to battery power. In order to address both requirements, the standard DKF given in (6.1)–

(6.4) is modified via incorporation of MFLC and TSFLC as a feedback to handle the SOH 

and battery power. This modified form of DKF with the inclusion of MFLC and TSFLC 

is known as FDKF that is presented in (6.6)–(6.8) as shown below 

1 11 1 1 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ( )k k kk k k k k k fuzzy
x x K y C x H    

                      (6.6) 

where 

max min( ) 2

refSOH SOH

SOH SOH






                                                                                                   (6.7)  
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1

1 1 11
( )

T

kk k

k T

k k kk kfuzzy

P C
K

R C P C





  




                                                                               (6.8) 

In order to incorporate the variation of SOH, the measurement update equation 

given in (6.3) is modified to (6.6) by using adjustment factor ( )
fuzzy

H and a multiplier   

which is given in (6.7). When the instantaneous battery SOH deviates from the reference 

SOH, (6.3) and (6.4) modify to (6.7) and (6.8) respectively, i.e. the MFLC adjusts the 

output of FDKF adaptively according to the SOH. Equation (3a) gives smooth power by 

the proposed approach as per the battery SOH and the fluctuated output power of wind 

and PV systems is obtained via summation of wind and PV power. When the SOH of 

battery crosses the prescribed range, the adjustment factor 
fuzzy

H is evaluated by 

applying the MFLC rules which ultimately gives updated smooth power. The 

performance of proposed FDKF depends on Kalman gain ( kM ) which further depends 

on R as given in (6.8). Therefore, the FDKF adaptively maintains the smooth output 
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power of the WPGS and PVGS to supervise the SOH and also modifies measurement 

noise covariance(R) in accordance to the battery power. Now, by considering the range 

of the SOH from 0 to 1, the hybrid output power of the wind/PV and the BESS is 

calculated as follows 

hybrid fluctuated bess
P P P                                                                                                   (6.9) 

bess smooth fluctuated
P P P                                                                                                  (6.10) 

s.t  

max minSOH SOH SOH                                                                                          (6.11) 

The BESS power is estimated from fluctuated and smooth power which is required 

for an adjustment process as shown in (6.10). Similarly, the battery capacity is determined 

by the noise present in fluctuated power. For a higher value of noise, a larger battery 

capacity is required to suppress the noise. Hence, measurement noise covariance is 

controlled based on the battery power by using the TS membership function. Hence, the 

target power of the battery can be modified adaptively as per the SOH of BESS. 

 

6.3   Modeling of Power Sources 

This section presents modelling of the WPGS, PVGS, and BESS which are 

utilized in the proposed methodology. It is to be noted that all standard notations are used 

throughout the paper for developing the models. 

 

6.3.1   Mathematical Modeling of WPGS 

A permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) is considered for modeling 

of the WPGS which consists of drive train mechanism, machine side converter, DC link, 

grid-side converter as illustrated in [200]. The schematic diagram of WPGS is shown in 

Fig. 6.3. 

 

Wind 

Turbine 

System

Generator Grid
m

V m
T

Machine-side 

Converter
DC link

Grid-side 

Converter

wpP
DC

V
gPsP

 

Fig. 6.3.  Schematic diagram of the WPGS 

6.3.1.1   Modeling of PMSG 

The d-q currents of generator side converter [201] are as follows 
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sd b
sd s sd g sq sq

sd

sq b
sq s sq g sd sd g pm

sq

di
V R i L i

dt L

di
V R i L i

dt L





  

     

     
 

                                                               (6.9) 

Similarly, the grid-side converter currents are 

gd b
cd f gd s f sq gd

f

gq b
cq f gq s f gd gq

f

di
V R i L i V

dt L

di
V R i L i V

dt L







     
 

     
 

                                                                    (6.10) 

where subscripts ‘s’, ‘d’ and ‘q’ denote the stator quantities of d-q reference frame for the 

current ( ),i voltage ( ),V  and inductance ( ),L s
R is the stator resistance, b  is the base 

angular speed, s  is the rotor angular speed, 
pm

 is the permanent magnetic flux linkage, 

fR is the resistance of grid side filter and fL is the grid-side inductance. 

6.3.1.2   Modeling of Machine-side Converter 

The machine-side converter controller is used to control the DC-link voltage )(
DC

V  

and reactive power ( Q ) injected into the machine. The intermediate state variables for 

this converter 
1 2 3
, ,M M M and 

4
M are defined as  

1 2

2 1

3 4

4 3

( )

( )

( )

( )

i sdref sd

i ref s

i sqref sq

i DCref DC

M K i i

M K Q Q

M K i i

M K V V

 

 

 

 

                                                                                             (6.11) 

where ‘ ref ’ denotes the reference magnitude of the particular variable and the DC-link 

voltage is expressed as  

DC

DC sd sd sq sq gd gd gq gq

dV
cV V i V i V i V i

dt
                                                                     (6.12) 

where
gd

V and 
gq

V are the d-q voltages of grid-side filter and c is the capacitance of DC-

link.  

6.3.1.3   Modeling of grid-side converter 

The grid-side converter is used to control the active and reactive powers injected 

to the grid. The intermediate states variables of the grid-side converter are expressed as 

5 6

56

( )

( )

i gdref gd

i gref g

M K i i

M K  

 

 
                                                                                                 (6.13) 
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( )

( )

i gqref gq

i gref g

M K i i

M K Q Q

 

 
         (6.14) 

The direction of the d-axis is aligned with the voltage 
g

V such that 0
gq

V  and 

 
2

2
gq st t gdgd t gd s t gq

V R i L i V Ri Li      where gdi and gqi are the d-q currents of the 

grid-side filter, gQ is the grid reactive power, V


is the grid voltage, 
t

R  and 
t

L  are the 

equivalent resistance and inductance between the PMGS and grid. 

6.3.1.4   Modeling of Drive Train 

The drive train includes turbine, gearbox, shaft and other mechanical components 

of the wind turbine. Based on the two mass model of PMGS, the shaft twist angle ,

turbine speed ,
g

 turbine speed
t

 and mechanical torque 
m

T are given as 

 

 

3

( )

2

1
( , ).

2

2

b t g

e s t g

g
g

m p
t

m s t g

t

t

T K D

H

T AC v

T K D

H

   

  


  


  


 

  




  


                                                                                      (6.15) 

where
g

H and 
t

H are inertia constant of turbine and generator, 
s

K and Dare the shaft 

stiffness and damping coefficient, ( , )
p

C   is the performance coefficient as a function 

of blade pitch angle and tip ratio,  is the air density and A is the swept area of the blade. 

6.3.1.5   State Space Modeling of WPGS 

From the modelling equations of PMSG, machine-side and grid-side converters 

given in (6.9)–(6.15), the nonlinear state-space model of WPGS can be represented as 

( , )

( , )

x f x u

y h x u




          (6.16) 

where the state vector, input vector and output of non-linear state space model of WPGS 

are 

1 2 3 5 6 7 8, , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,4
T

sd sq DC gd gq g tx i i V M M M M i i M M M M    
 

  

, , ,, ,
T

sref DCref gref V gd
u Q V Q y iv 

 
  

   

Now, the above model is linearized by Taylor series expansion about a particular point 

‘o’ which is discretized to be used with proposed FDKF approach. 

The equivalent output power of WPGS is obtained as follows 
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1.5( )wp gd gdP v i                                                                                                        (6.17) 

Note that the grid voltage ( gdv ) is considered unity for this study. 

6.3.2   Mathematical Modeling of PVGS 

The PVGS model consists of PV cell and power conditioning system (PCS). The 

PCS is a combination of the boost converter and grid-connected inverter. The schematic 

diagram of the PVGS is shown in Fig. 6.4. 

 

PV CELL
Boost 

Converter
GridInverter

pvV 0
V pvP

 
Fig. 6.4.  Schematic diagram of the PVGS 

6.3.2.1   PV Cell 

The PV cell is modeled as a parallel combination of a diode and a current source. 

The solar irradiance falling on the surface of the PV cell generates photocurrent whose 

equivalent output voltage is given by 

ln(1 )
pv

pv oc T

sc

I
V V V

I
                                                                                       (6.18) 

where Vpv is the output voltage across the PV cell, ( 1),
qV AKTpv

pv sc oI I I e    is the PV 

current, A is the ideality factor of diode,  K is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the PV cell 

junction temperature in Celsius, ln( )refoc TV V G G  is the open circuit voltage, ɳ is the 

efficiency, TV KT q  is the thermal voltage,  refsc screfI I G G is the short circuit current, 

Iph is the photocurrent, Io is the diode reverse saturation current, q is the electron charge, 

and G is the solar irradiance. 

6.3.2.2   Boost Converter 

The boost converter is a DC-DC converter which consists of an inductor (L) with 

its resistance (RL), transistor as a switch, a diode (D), shunt capacitance (C) with its 

resistance (Rc) and output load (Ro). The schematic diagram of the boost converter is 

shown in Fig. 6.5. The input voltage of the converter is an unregulated DC source, and 

the output of the converter is a regulated DC voltage. The input side of the converter is a 

PV cell, and the boost converter converts lower and variable DC voltage to higher and 

constant DC voltage. 
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Fig. 6.5.  Boost converter 

During ‘ON’ operation, the state-space equations of the converter are: 

on on

on

x A x B u

y C x

 


                                                                                                           

(6.19) 

where 

1

1

1

0
, ,

0 (( ) )

L

on on

o c

R L
A B L

R R C







 
  
 

  


 

 
 

10 ( ) , , , ,
T

L co o c o pvon
C R R R x i v y V u V

              

The equations of the converter when the switch is OFF: 

off off

off

x A x B u

y C x

 


                                                                                                           (6.20) 

where 

1 1

( )

( ) ( ) ,

(( ) ) (( ) )

o L c L c o o

c o c o
off

o c o o c

R R R R R R R

R R L R R LA

R R R L R R C 

  
     
    

 

 

1 1 1, ( ) ( )off c o c o o c ooff
B L C R R R R R R R          

 

After combining both the cases, we have 

(

( (1 ) ) ( (1 ) )     

=( 1 ) ) ( (1 ) )

off on off on

off on off on

x A D A D x B D B D u

y C D C D x D D D D u

     

    
                                                (6.21) 

The output voltage is obtained with duty cycle D as 

2 2

( )(1 )

( ) (1 ) (1 )

c o o
o

L c o c o o

R R D R
V

R R R R R D R D

 


    
                                                            (6.22) 
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6.3.2.3 Grid-Connected Inverter 

             The output DC voltage of the boost converter is converted into AC voltage 

through a grid-connected inverter as represented in Fig. 6.6. The modulating signal for 

the inverter is generated with the help of input voltage (Vo) and the output voltage of 

inverter ( abcv ) as given in (6.23).  

2

o
abc abc

V
v m                                                                                           (6.23) 

Inverter Grid

Modulating signal controller abc
m

L
gabc

v

abc
i

abc
v

 
 

Fig. 6.6.  Schematic diagram of the grid-connected inverter 

Now, we can write the following expressions  

abc
abc gabc

di
L v v

dt
                                                                                                      (6.24)  

where abcv is the inverter output voltage and gabcv  is the grid voltage. Converting (6.24) 

from abc to αβ, we get 

g

di
L v v

dt



                                                                                                         (6.25)  

Now, (6.25) is converted from αβ to dq as 

d
q d gd

di
L L i v v

dt
                                                                                                   

(6.26) 

q

d q gq

di
L L i v v

dt
                                                                      (6.27) 

Now, the state space model of the grid-connected inverter is represented as 

inv inv

inv

x A x B u

y C x

 


                                                                                                        (6.28) 

where  
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ref
P and ref

Q are the active and reactive reference powers of the grid. For the system to be 

stable, variables 1 2 3
, ,k k k and 4

k are selected as 1,  100,  1 and 100   respectively. Hence, 

the equivalent output power of PVGS is obtained as follows 

1.5( )pv gd dP v i                                                                                                          (6.29) 

Note that the grid voltage ( gdv ) is considered unity for this study. 

6.3.3   Mathematical Modeling of BESS 

          The equivalent battery structure which consists of series resistance (Rs), shunt 

resistance (Rsh), shunt capacitance (Csh) and battery capacitance (Ccap) is presented in Fig. 

6.7.  

cap
C

batt
I oc

V

s
R sh

R

sh
C

 sh
v+ -

 
 

Fig. 6.7.  Equivalent Structure of BESS 

The mathematical equations of the above circuit are given as follows 

sh batt
sh

sh sh sh

v I
v

C R C
                                                                                                        (6.30) 

t oc sh batt sV V v I R                                                                                                     (6.31) 

where Ibatt is the battery current which is equal to BESS power for unity grid voltage, vsh 

is the voltage across the shunt capacitance, Voc is the open circuit voltage of the battery 

andVt is the battery terminal voltage. The battery capacity (Ccap) is used to quantify SOC 

level as follows 

batt

cap

I
SOC

C


                                                                                        (6.32) 

To identify the state of health of the battery, the mathematical model of battery is 

illustrated as follows: 

1. The open terminal voltage of the battery is determined from the standard test 

datasheet and the data fitting technique is applied to find the relation between Voc and 

SOC as   

*ocV k SOC                                                                                             (6.33) 

2. The terminal voltage of the battery (Vt) is determined using following state space 

model based on (23) - (26). 
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                                                  (6.34) 

1
sh

s battt

v
V k R I

SOC
         

 
     

 
                                                           (6.35) 

3. Assuming the initial values of Rs, Rsh and Csh, we apply the time and measurement 

update equations of DKF using (6.37) and (6.38) and estimate Vt. 

4. The initial values of Rs, Rsh and Csh are taken as the fresh values for the new battery 

whose SOH is 100%.   

5. As battery undergoes charging and discharging for a prolonged period of time, the 

battery components (Rs, Rsh and Csh) degrade gradually. Rs is proportional to the 

instantaneous voltage drop V  during the discharging time which is calculated as 

follows 

sR V Io                                                                                                         (6.36) 

where o
I  is the battery current during charging/ discharging period. 

6. Similarly, Rsh and Csh are also related to the change in voltage amplitude due to the 

instantaneous voltage variation as mentioned in step 5. A linear identifiable form of 

recursive least square (RLS) algorithm is used for the determination of Rsh and Csh as 

below 

, , , 1 , 1 1 2t k oc k oc k t k k k
V V V V a I a I                                                                       (6.37) 

where 1 2 .( ) ,sh sh sh s sh sh sa R C R R t t a R C R t         and    RLS is utilized to identify 

the parameters 1a  and 2a provided Voc and Rs obtained in step 1 and 5. 

7. The associated RLS parameters 1a and 2a  are described by  

1

1

, , , , 1

1

1

k k

Tk

k k k

T

t k oc k oc k t kk k k k k

T

k k k k k

P
G

P

G V V V V

P P G P



 

   














      

 

                          (6.38) 

where 1 1 2,
T T

k kk k
I I a a 
        

The initial values of the parameters estimates (0) and its error covariance matrix 

(0)P is assumed. Rshand Csh can be easily estimated after estimating
k

 . 

8. The SOC and battery capacity (Ccap) are estimated from the following state space 

model    
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                                                                                   (6.39) 

where  
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0 0 0 ,
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9. Based on the Ccap obtained from (33), the SOH is estimated as follows 

cap

nom

C
SOH

C
                                                                                                               (6.40) 

where nomC is the nominal battery capacity. 

In general, the SOH is a ratio of existing capacity of battery to the nominal capacity of 

battery whereas SOC is a ratio of charge accumulated for a certain period of time over 

the existing capacity. Generally, the nominal capacity of the battery is determined by the 

manufacturer. The existing capacity of the battery is time-dependent and is determined 

from the state space model presented in (6.39) and (6.40). Hence, the SOH reflects the 

changing capacity of the battery due to its degradation whereas the SOC gives the charge 

accumulated in the battery for a certain period of time. 

6.4  Simulation and Results 

The effectiveness of the proposed FDKF scheme is validated through MATLAB 

simulations for 30 samples of the solar irradiance and the wind speed data sets. The data 

sets are generated using normally distributed random numbers [146]. The modelling 

parameters of WPGS are referred from [200] and Table 6.2 shows the parameters used in 

the modelling of PVGS and BESS. The simulations are carried out under the assumption 

that the capacities of WPGS, PVGS, and BESS are already known and the voltage and 

frequency regulations of hybrid power sources are not considered. Two cases are 

performed for the validation of the proposed scheme with the batteries of 100% and 50% 

SOHs which are referred as reference state of health (SOHref). Moreover, the power 
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fluctuation rate for every two consecutive samples are used to evaluate the control effect 

of the proposed smoothing strategy as given below 

max min

rated

P P

P


 
  
 

                                                                                              (6.41) 

where  is the power fluctuation rate, maxP and minP  are the maximum and minimum 

values of fluctuated and smooth powers respectively and ratedP  is the total power of WPGS 

and PVGS. The power fluctuation rate considers the maximum and minimum values of 

the smooth power for a certain interval of time and it is a useful indicator to evaluate the 

control effect of a smoothing process. 

 

 
Fig. 6.8 Subplots of different powers for SOHref= 1.0 
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Table 6.2 Modelling parameters of PVGS and BESS 

 

PVGS BESS 

RL = 0.02 Ω,  Rc = 0.01 Ω, R0 = 10 Ω   

C = 25 μF, mabc = 0.5 

Rs =0.092 Ω, Rsh = 0.05 Ω  

Csh = 7200 F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 6.9 Subplots of different powers for SOHref = 0.5 
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Fig. 6.10 Comparative subplots for different SOHref 

 

 

Table 6.3 Comparison of error indices 

 

     Fig. 6.8 and 6.9 show the subplots of the wind power, PV power, fluctuated 

power, BESS power and SOH for both cases. It is observed from the figures that the 

proposed FDKF approach gives better smoothing as compared to the DKF approach. As 

the battery is sufficient enough to charge and discharge the power due to its better SOH, 

the value of the BESS power in Fig. 6.8 is nearly equal for both the DKF and the FDKF 

approaches. It is observed from the Fig. 6.8 that the SOH of the battery is slightly 

improved with the proposed approach due to the requirement of lower BESS power. 

Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed approach improves the SOH of the battery 

as well as smooths the fluctuated output power of the WPGS and PVGS. Fig. 6.9 shows 

that the wind/ PV power of DKF and proposed approach for SOHref is 0.5 which possess 

slightly reduced fluctuations compared to Fig. 6.8. This slight fluctuation in Fig. 6.9 

indicates a poor health of the battery. It is also observed in Fig. 6.9 that the battery 

capacity is larger for SOHref = 0.5 compared to SOHref = 1.0 owing to the reduced health 

of the battery. 

Method 
SOHref = 1.0 SOHref = 0.5  

IAE ISE ITAE ITSE IAE ISE ITAE ITSE 

Proposed 

FDKF 
5.12 2.48 52.6 31.4 5.14 2.4 51.6 30.6 

DKF 5.22 2.51 55.44 32.6 5.26 2.6 55.9 32.96 
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Fig. 6.10 shows the comparative subplots for both the cases of reference SOHs. For 

SOHref = 1.0, the battery power undergoes a maximum value of 1.22 kW in discharging 

mode whereas it reaches 0.33 kW in charging mode for SOHref = 0.5. A higher value of 

power in discharging mode for SOHref = 0.5 indicates that the battery requires more power 

to achieve smooth power due to its poor health condition. The smooth power with the 

FDKF for SOHref = 0.5 is slightly less as compared to SOHref = 1.0 as the proposed FDKF 

approach is not capable of supplying and absorbing the power due to the battery health 

condition. Fig. 10 also depicts that the SOH is improved in this case as compared to 

SOHref = 0.5 with the proposed FDKF approach for the given number of samples. 

However, the power fluctuation rate for SOHref = 0.5 and 1.0 are almost same because 

the smooth powers of both of these cases are quite similar which can be observed in Fig. 

10. Hence, the performance of the smooth output power for both the cases of SOH is 

compared through error indices such as integral absolute error (IAE), integral square error 

(ISE), integral time absolute error (ITAE) and integral time square error (ITSE) between 

the fluctuated power and the smooth powers obtained with proposed FDKF and DKF 

approaches. It is clear from the Table 6.3 that the proposed method possesses are the 

relatively lower value of the error indices. 

             

6.5   Conclusion 

In this chapter, a fuzzy-based DKF approach is proposed to smooth the output 

power of the hybrid wind and PV systems by considering SOH of the battery. It is a useful 

tool for controlling the fluctuated output power which also enhances the SOH of the 

battery. The proposed fuzzy controller regulates the power absorbed or generated by the 

battery adaptively which improves the health of the battery during its charging and 

discharging processes. Further, the proposed FDKF approach estimates the SOH of 

battery considering its existing condition of health and gives the maximum and minimum 

ranges of SOH during its operation. The lower value of power fluctuation rate and error 

indices indicates that the proposed method improves the smoothing process as compared 

to the existing methods. This work can be further explored to obtain an optimum size and 

state of charge of the battery taking care of the optimum state of health. 
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Chapter 7    Conclusion and Future Work 
 

7.1. Conclusion of the Thesis 
 

This thesis has made the following contribution towards the smoothing of the 

fluctuated output power of wind and PV generating systems: 

a) A weighted average based discrete Kalman filter is proposed for reducing the fluctuated 

output power of wind and PV system, 

b) Discrete Kalman filter based smoothing and dispatching of hybrid power is presented. 

c) A Fuzzy based smoothing of hybrid power considering the state of charge and pitch 

angle is presented. 

d)  Fuzzy based discrete Kalman filter is proposed by considering the state of health of 

the battery. 

The contributions are described in detail as below: 

Firstly, a weighted average based discrete Kalman filter-based approach is 

presented for minimising the output power fluctuations of wind and PV systems in chapter 

3. The control strategy is based on the change in power fluctuation which is determined 

by the weighted average of the highest and lowest values of the power fluctuation for 

each interval of time. A genetic algorithm optimisation approach is utilised to determine 

the optimal value of weighted average such that the power fluctuation rate is minimum. 

This study also gives the optimum battery power and its state of charge to achieve 

smoothing determined by the optimal weighted average. On the basis of this optimum 

battery power, the specification and configuration of the battery energy storage system 

are also determined. 

It is well known that the battery energy storage system (BESS) is a popularly used 

source to smooth the power fluctuation caused by variation of wind speed and solar 

irradiance. The forecasted data of wind and solar irradiance may contain bias error and 

does not provide the true power available from wind and photovoltaic generating systems. 

Hence, a discrete Kalman filter based smoothing and dispatching of hybrid power is 

presented in chapter 4 which proposes a method to eliminate the bias error present in the 

forecasted data so that true power of wind and photovoltaic systems could be predicted. 

A DKF-based state-space approach is utilised to predict the true power obtained through 

wind and photovoltaic generating systems. The proposed approach also attenuates the 

power fluctuation of wind and photovoltaic by considering the desired power dispatched 

to the load as well as evaluates the BESS power needed for this purpose. 
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Further, higher penetration of intermittent renewables sources such as wind and 

photovoltaic systems requires an efficient way to manage the fluctuated power injected 

into the grid. To address this issue, chapter 5 proposes a fuzzy-based smoothing of the 

output power from wind and PV generators in hybrid power systems with batteries. The 

state of charge of battery system, as well as the pitch angle of wind turbines, are used to 

limit the fluctuations in the injected power. The first-order filter is adaptively adjusted by 

incorporating the change in battery power, state of charge and pitch angle through the use 

of fuzzy-logic. The proposed method is verified for different levels of state of charge and 

results show that the approach produces better smoothing as compared to other methods. 

 

           In chapter 6, a fuzzy-based DKF approach is proposed for smoothing the output 

power fluctuations of wind and PV generation systems using BESS. The proposed 

approach incorporates the state of health of the battery as a feedback to obtain smooth 

output power. In addition to this, the proposed approach adaptively regulates battery 

power to improve the battery health during its operation. The effectiveness of the 

proposed approach is verified by evaluating the power fluctuation rates and performance 

indices. 

  

7.2    Future Work 

              The smoothing control strategy covered in chapter 3 is based on a known battery 

power and the optimum size of the battery is proposed based on a particular value of the 

weighted average which gives minimum power fluctuations. Hence, it is clear that the 

weighted average value must be dependent on the battery capacity in order to determine 

the actual capacity and state of charge of the battery which could be a possible direction 

for the future work. Besides this, DKF approach given in chapter 1, considers the 

fluctuated power output of wind and PV systems as a scalar random constant with a fixed 

value of process and measurement noise variation. But in the actual scenario, both noise 

variations vary with the time and fluctuated power output is not a scalar random constant, 

rather it varies randomly. As a part of future work, this proposed approach can be 

extended by considering these variations in noise and random varying output. Moreover, 

the proposed work of chapter 1 could be enhanced by considering the battery aging factor 

which is popularly known as the state of health of the battery.  

                     The proposed methodology of chapter 4 considers the state space model of 

WPGS by considering rotor torque and generator torque as inputs whereas the PVGS 
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model of chapter 4 considers solar irradiance. As rotor torque and generator are derived 

from the wind speed variation, a specific mathematical model of WPGS is needed with 

wind speed as input. Hence, as a part of future work, the proposed methodology of chapter 

4 could be extended by considering wind speed into WPGS model and solar irradiance as 

input into PVGS mathematical model along with associated converter topology. 

Moreover, a static reference power is considered in this chapter; however, the load is 

dynamic in actual practice.  Hence dynamic variation of load can be included as future 

work for the methodology presented in chapter 4.  

                    The adaptive controlling of pitch angle and SOC is presented in chapter 5 

using fuzzy logic approach for a known battery capacity. Though the proposed 

methodology gives reduced battery capacity in comparison to other methods, it does not 

guarantee the optimal size of a battery. Hence, as a part of future work, the problem of 

optimum battery capacity may be added in the smoothing of the wind and PV fluctuated 

output power by considering the optimal range of SOC and pitch angle. In addition to 

this, the fuzzy controller of this chapter could be extended with the consideration of state 

of health of battery as another parameter in determining the optimum size of battery. 

                  The DKF based estimation of SOH is presented in the chapter 6 which is used 

to smooth the fluctuated power output by utilizing fuzzy logic controller. Though SOH is 

used in power smoothing process, it does not include the SOC of battery in the proposed 

fuzzy rule. But in actual practice, the deterioration of battery health and change in SOC 

during charging and discharging happens simultaneously. Therefore, inclusion of both 

SOH and SOC in smoothing process could be a future work to achieve better outcome. 

The adaptive adjustment of measurement noise variation and process noise variation 

during the smoothing process is another approach to add novelty in the work presented in 

chapter 6.  

                    Besides considering these chapter wise recommendations as future work, the 

power smoothing control strategies can also be also considered for monitoring, control 

operation and planning studies.  Hence a power control strategies of a grid connected 

hybrid generation system with versatile power transfer is one of the area for future studies. 

This hybrid system can be the combination of PV array, wind turbine and battery storage 

via a common dc bus. Versatile power transfer can be defined as multi-nodes of operation, 

including normal operation without use of battery, power dispatching and power 

averaging which enables grid or user friendly operation. A supervisory control regulates 

power generation of the individual components to enable the hybrid system to operate in 

the proposed modes of operation. The concept and principle of the hybrid system and its 
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control can be described. A simple technique using a low pass filter can be introduced for 

power averaging. A modified hysteresis control strategy can be applied in the battery 

converter. Modelling and simulations can be based on as electromagnetic transient’s 

analysis program. The simulation and experimental results can be presented to evaluate 

the dynamic performance of the hybrid system under the proposed modes of operation. 

                         The present work can be enhanced to a novel control strategy for power 

smoothing in wind energy applications, especially those feeding a standalone load. The 

system can be based on a vector controlled induction machine driving a flywheel and 

addresses the problem of regulating the dc link system voltage against both input power 

surges/sags from wind turbine or sudden changes ibn load demands. The control can be 

based on a feedforward compensation scheme augmented by a nonlinear controller. Two 

feedforward compensation schemes can be discussed and the limitations and performance 

of each scheme can be analysed. Experimental results can be presented which will verify 

the excellent performance of the feedforward compensation technique. 

                    It is well known that the variations in irradiance produced by changes in 

cloud cover can cause rapid fluctuations in the power generated by the large PV plants. 

As the PV power share in the grid increases, such fluctuations may adversely affect power 

quality and reliability. Thus, ESS are necessary in order to smooth power fluctuations 

below the maximum allowable range. Hence a new control strategy (step-control) to 

improve the results in relation to two state of the art strategies, ramp rate control and 

moving average. Also, a new methods to quantify the storage capacity requirements 

according to the different smoothing strategies and for different PV plant sizes. 

                   This work can be extended to a novel coordinated strategy of a hybrid 

PV/BESS system. Different controller operation modes can be simulated considering 

normal, high fluctuation and emergency conditions. When the system is grid connected, 

BESS regulates the fluctuated power output, which ensures smooth net injected power 

from the PV/BESS system. In islanded operation, BESS is transferred to single master 

operation during which the frequency and voltage of the islanded microgrid can be 

regulated at the desired level. PSCAD/EMTDC simulation can be used to validate the 

proposed method and obtain favourable results on power set point tracking strategies with 

very small deviation of net output power compared to the power set point.  
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